CHAPTER 29
PROCESS REVIEW METHODOLOGY

This chapter describes a process review methodology that may be utilized in a market conduct examination as an alternative process or as a supplement to the methodology described in other chapters. It is focused on a review of the process and controls utilized by an examinee in the management of its operations. Each of the standards described in Chapters 16 through 24 of this Handbook are applicable under either methodology. The methodology described in those chapters will be referred to as conventional market conduct examination methodology.

The Sections in this chapter describe the process review approach and include interrogatories, process testing and suggestions for reviews conducted utilizing this methodology. The contents of this chapter include:

A. General
B. Enabling Statutes
C. Review Considerations
D. Application of the Process Review Methodology
E. Uses of the Process Review Methodology
F. Requests for Information
G. Testing of Processes
H. Evaluation of Process

A. General

The material that follows is a substantial departure from what is viewed as a conventional market conduct examination methodology as described in Chapters 16 through 24 of this Handbook. Several states have acted as laboratories to develop these concepts. The methodology discussed in this chapter requires the increased use of an examiner’s analytical skills. The testing suggested here does not necessarily result in a pass or fail, yes or no, or black or white response. Nevertheless, it represents a potential for the acquisition of better information pertinent to a regulated entity’s operations and the management of those operations than does a conventional market conduct examination. This methodology utilizes a qualitative review as opposed to the quantitative review found in the conventional methodology. This methodology should not be limited to Company Operations/Management (Section A in most examination chapters), but also to each of the other areas of interest during an examination.

Briefly stated, this approach is the review of the directions provided by a regulated entity’s management in the form of written procedures, directives, processes, strategies, etc., (collectively, processes). This review reveals how a regulated entity manages and controls the various processes it implements to operate its business and to comply with insurance statutes. This approach is an effective means to determine whether regulated entity management in an area or areas under review is proactive or reactive. A proactive process generally results in a minimal level of error or violation. A reactive process has an increased propensity for error and violation. If the process is flawed, compliance is usually compromised.
The conventional method of examination as described in this *Handbook* typically reviews the results of a regulated entity operation for error or violation of statute and reacts to that result. It is generally quantitative and microscopic in nature. This approach is reasonably effective at identifying violations of state law that have already occurred. It uses sampling methodology to select files for review and then applies standards and tests to determine whether the files reviewed comply with the applied tests. This results in considerable duplication when multiple states have similar concerns and conduct separate examinations. The conventional method of examination is usually cumbersome when applied on a multi-state basis unless the subject of the examination is sufficiently targeted and the state laws for the examining states are sufficiently similar. It is not particularly effective at determining causation of file failure. The principal regulatory interest in developing new tools for review is not the quantification of violation or error, but rather the qualification of the management structure and its ability to provide effective compliance. It is also particularly useful in structuring corrective action.

The conventional market conduct examination utilizes a review of events at the operational level of an insurer. These results have already occurred so the review is historical. A process review approach looks to all levels with emphasis on the management and control of those processes of interest to market regulation.

In an effort to avoid the criticism of duplication in regulation, states revisited the role of market analysis. Market analysis has existed in states actively engaging in market conduct examinations in some form or another for years. However, it did not possess the refinements that have been developed in recent years. In its current configuration, market analysis is being used to determine which of a variety of regulatory responses are appropriate to a particular set of circumstances. See chapters 1 through 5 of this *Handbook*. As this process becomes more refined, and as the states collaborate in their regulatory efforts, much of the duplication can be expected to dissipate. The challenge is to recognize more effectively and efficiently the indicators that should lead to some form of regulatory interaction.

When a state conducts a review, finds violations or errors and tells a regulated entity to fix it, a difficult condition may be established particularly in those instances where causation is not clear. The regulated entity may have no more of an idea of what has caused a violation or error than does the regulator. For that determination a qualitative review is needed, not a quantitative one. The only way to arrive at a qualitative utility is to adopt reviews that look more intensively at the process and controls affecting the process of interest. Like the reviews to which financial examiners have moved, the overall techniques are similar but rely on very different experience bases. The Financial Examiner reviews process from the viewpoint of the reviewer’s background in accounting, investment and/or financial management experience. The market conduct examiner reviews process from the viewpoint of the reviewer’s background in underwriting, claims, consumer services, complaint handling and/or contract review experience.

The methodology discussed in this chapter is a review of management structures and controls of areas impacting market related issues. This approach is very effective at identifying *causes* for violations of statute. The process review market conduct examination utilizes a review of the processes and controls developed for the operations of an insurer.
The use of process review methodology has several advantages including the following:

- It can be used on a targeted or routine basis.
- It requires less time to conduct such a review.
- A considerable amount of the review work can be conducted off-site.
- The review conducted tends to be corporate-wide rather than state-specific, thus increasing the multi-state utility of the process.
- It is readily able to identify causation and potential areas of regulatory slippage.
- It tends to be less confrontational since development of violations is not the primary function.
- It is highly predictive of where violations have occurred or are likely to occur thus allowing for proactive correction activity.
- It provides an opportunity for objective regulator/regulated entity dialogue.
- It provides value for the examination costs to the regulated entity.
- It can be used as a stand-alone examination or as a supplement to a conventional examination.
- It is responsive to domestic deference concerns.
- It offers the regulated entity the opportunity to improve compliance.

In its’ September 30, 2003 report, GAO-03-433 Insurance Regulation, the Government Accounting Office recognized the need to include corporate governance (process review) elements in the examination approach with the following statement in its’ conclusions: “In addition, existing computerized audit tools could allow regulators to substantially change the way examinations are done by shifting the focus from file review to a review of controls, systems, and processes and possibly by shortening the time needed for the examination.”
B. Enabling Statute

The statute enabling a process review review is already found in state examination statutes and to some extent, in the admissions statutes. The language in the examination statutes is generally similar from state to state and provides broad authority to examine matters of regulatory interest to the states.

The provision of interest in the admissions statutes is that related to competent management. An enabling statute reads something similar to the following:

“The Commissioner shall not grant or continue authority to transact insurance in this State as to any insurer or proposed insurer the management of which is found by the Commissioner after investigation or upon reliable information to be incompetent or dishonest or untrustworthy or of unfavorable business repute or so lacking in insurance company managerial experience in operations of the kind proposed in this State as to make such operation, currently or prospectively, hazardous to or contrary to the best interests of, the insurance-buying or investing public of this State, or which the Commissioner has good reason to believe is affiliated directly or indirectly through ownership, control, reinsurance transactions or other business relations with any person or persons of unfavorable business repute or whose business operations are or have been marked, to the injury of insurers, stockholders, policyholders, creditors, or the public, by illegality, or by manipulation of assets or of accounts or of reinsurance or by bad faith.”

In some cases the reference is somewhat less direct. For example:

“It is the duty of the commissioner to examine all requests and applications for licenses to be issued under the authority of this title, and the commissioner is authorized to refuse to issue any such licenses until the commissioner is satisfied of the qualifications and general fitness of the applicant in accordance with the requirements of the insurance laws.”

In fewer cases the reference appears only in the Commissioners authority to revoke or suspend the regulated entity’s license. For example:

“The certificate of authority of an insurance company to do business in this state may be revoked or suspended by the commissioner for any reason specified in this title. Specifically, the certificate may be suspended or revoked by the commissioner for reasons that include, but are not limited to use of methods that, although not otherwise specifically proscribed by law, nevertheless render its operation hazardous, or its condition unsound, to the public or to its policyholders.”
C. Review Considerations

An examination that utilizes the process review approach should be based on an understanding of the considerations that contribute to the efficacy of its processes. If the considerations and the logic that support the approach are not thoroughly understood, it is not likely that the method can be used effectively. This usually means that the examiner will be focusing on the written processes in use by the regulated entity.

1. Management Cycle

The management of a well-run regulated entity adopts processes that are similar in structure to ensure compliance. An absence or ineffective application of such processes in a regulated entity often results in an inconsistent application of the intended process. Ineffective processes are typically revealed by adverse findings in samples tested during the course of a market conduct examination. The processes include the following components:

- A planning function where direction, policy, objectives, and goals are formulated
- An execution or implementation of the planning function elements
- A measurement and control function that considers the results of the planning and execution, such as an internal audit function that looks to test and refine the effectiveness of the control or process
- A reaction function that utilizes the results of measurement to take corrective action or to modify the process to develop more efficient and effective management of the regulated entity’s operations.

(a). Planning

The planning function in the management cycle is where direction, policy, objectives, and goals are formulated. The function is often predicated on a risk assessment and mitigation review. This function is found most often in the written policies and procedures of the regulated entity. These may also be called processes, strategies, or directives, and are tested for clarity, currency, functionality, and conflict with existing statutes. A proactive process that results in reduced error or violation is one that is clearly stated, up-to-date, fits its intended purpose, and complies with state laws. A reactive process generally results in observable errors and violations that the regulated entity can not avoid, because it is not structured to do so. Absences of policies suggest areas that need to be tested. Findings from this review are predictive of areas where an examiner’s review of a sample will yield criticisms and errors. They also provide the examiner with data that helps identify whether problems found are systemic, intended, unintended, or true error. Finally, review findings aid the planners of the examination in determining what business areas may need further examiner attention.

(b). Implementation
When management-directed policies and written processes are disseminated throughout the regulated entity to appropriate and affected persons, implementation of the planning function in the management cycle occurs. Review of the implementation process is useful in determining whether the regulated entity is effectively distributing its directives. Testing the implementation of the planning function involves answering many questions including:

- What are your processes to ensure compliance?
- Are the processes in writing?
- Are the written processes coherent, readable, and on point?
- Are the written processes functional; that is, do they fit their intended purposes?
- Do the written processes comport with statutes and contain state exceptions where applicable?
- Are the written processes up-to-date?
- Are the written processes readily available to affected persons?
- Are the written processes utilized?
- Are affected persons trained in the use of the written processes?
- If the written processes are computerized, is the documentation for the resultant process adequate and does the process accomplish management’s intent?
- If the written processes are not computerized, is the documentation for the resultant process adequate and does the process accomplish management’s intent?
- Is the process periodically tested and updated?

(c). Measurement

The measurement function in the management cycle evaluates the results of planning and implementation. Measurements can be found in internal audits, management reports, supervisory reports, Board meeting minutes, minutes of the Compliance Committee, minutes of the Quality Review Committee, Market Conduct Examination reports, etc. The measurement function is concerned with the quality of information developed to inform the management and the Board of the results and the effectiveness of its directives. This function must develop information that confirms or refutes that the intended process is utilized, functioning and working. Without measurement, management cannot know whether its directions are being implemented effectively. The measurement process must be written, formal, and documented, and must occur with sufficient frequency to function as a reasonable tool. Without the measurement function in place, the process used is passive or reactive, and the regulated entity will not
have an effective means for knowing that errors or violations are occurring and be in a position to prevent them. This is where the regulated entity exercises the control over the intended process and is critical to the effectiveness of that process.

(d). Reaction
The reaction function in the management cycle is where a regulated entity has the opportunity to insert into the process what it learned through the measurement of its written processes. The process requires a means of utilizing the information arising from internal audits, management reports, and complaint systems. This is reflected in the responses to internal audits, management reports, supervisory reports, Board of Directors and Committee minutes, Market Conduct Examinations, and errors detected through the regulated entity’s complaint system analysis.

This information needs to flow back directly to management so that it can use these findings to modify policies and written processes. The regulated entity should also resolve, through documented remediation, any errors that resulted in harm to policyholders and/or the public.

This information represents data that a regulated entity should know about itself. In some cases federal law insists on it. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) essentially requires documentation that certain levels of corporate governance are in place and operating.

2. The Cycle as a Whole
The cycle of preparing instructions (policies and written processes), disseminating them, testing their results, and making modifications should be a continuous and ongoing cycle. A continuous and ongoing cycle is indicative of proactive management. Of course, not every regulated entity is fully proactive or fully reactive. A regulated entity can be at both ends of the proactive/reactive spectrum depending on the business area being reviewed. For example, a regulated entity with a proactive claims environment may have a reactive underwriting environment. In some cases a specific process may have components of the proactive/reactive scale. Section I describes a method to evaluate where, on a comparative scale, a particular process is located. The levels resulting from such an evaluation are described with key characteristics in Section I. The levels are:

0  Lack of any recognizable processes / practices.
1  Processes are ad hoc and disorganized.
2  Processes follow a regular pattern.
3  Processes are documented and communicated.
4  Processes are monitored, measured and controls are in place.
5  Good practices are followed and automated.

3. Policies and Procedures
Policies and procedures are two terms heard with some frequency, but they do not tend to evoke an image of how they might be used in a regulatory application. These terms in fact denote two different things.

(a). Definitions
“Policies” are the high-level general principles by which an entity guides the management of its affairs. It is not critical for the regulator to be concerned with policy statements except to the extent that they represent management's direction to proceed in a particular manner. Policies may be the basis for procedures. Policies are generally too vague to require any regulatory interaction unless they are obviously in conflict with a statute.

“Procedures” are the specific methods or courses of action used to implement a policy or corporate directive. Many companies have processes in place that do not derive from policy and do not really constitute procedures. In this chapter, a written procedure is referred to as a written process. How a regulated entity structures and documents its written processes tells the regulator a considerable amount about the regulated entity. Written processes indicate whether a regulated entity is proactive or reactive in the management of its operations; whether the corporate compliance activities are a cause for concern; and whether particular areas of concern to the regulator are managed in a way to avoid the need for regulatory interaction.

(b). Procedure Review
Throughout the Handbook, there are suggestions in the review criteria for the various standards to review a particular procedure. For example, Standard 2 for Operations/Management in Chapter 16 states, “Review regulated entity records, central recovery and backup procedures.” It then adds, “Review computer security procedures.” Standard 3 of the same section adds, “Determine if the regulated entity has procedures in place to prevent persons convicted of a felony involving dishonesty or breach of trust from participating in the business of insurance.” It also adds another, “Determine if the regulated entity has procedures in place to provide information regarding fraudulent insurance acts to the insurance commissioner and in a manner prescribed by the commissioner.”

There are many other examples of a procedural or process review indicated in the Handbook. Unfortunately, the Handbook is silent concerning what constitutes such a review. The review of a procedure should determine whether the management cycle relating to the process at interest adequately considers each of the elements noted in the discussion of the management cycle.

(c). Testing the Process
Management analysis of written processes is a top-down look at how a regulated entity operates. It can be thought of as a vertical view of a regulated entity’s operation. It represents a somewhat different skill set than typically used in the conventional market conduct examination that is more focused on a “bottom of the ladder” view or horizontal view of a regulated entity operation. Both methods are valid and may be used in conjunction with each other. To test the validity of
the use of this approach, laboratory states have conducted examinations utilizing both methods, process review and conventional including sampling. The examiners have then compared the results of the samples impacted by particular written processes with the management analysis performed relating to that process and the findings have been striking.

Since most examinations conducted during the testing phase have been comprehensive examinations with reasonable levels of sampling, the samples support the notion that the proactive/reactive analysis is a valid tool. The samplings of business areas for companies with proactive tendencies generally yield fairly “clean” results. Where the analysis indicated that there was a passive or reactive process in place or no process in place, the samples revealed considerable human error, systemic error, and certainly more deliberate errors than are seen with proactive management.

(d). Processes to Review
The written processes to review vary depending on the lines of business written by a regulated entity, the reason for examination (target or “baseline”), and a variety of other considerations. Each of the standards appearing in chapters 16 through 24 of the Handbook is a potential review subject.

(e). Additional Considerations- The Case for Ethical Management
In addition to the considerations noted above, ethical management, management attitude, and confirmation of management processes are appropriate.

A critical element in any scheme to develop allocation of examiner resources is ethical management. Ethical management is not a direct standard currently in the Handbook nor is it a statutory requirement of the regulation of the business of insurance. However, the need for ethical management is strongly implied through the structure of those statutes. For example, a pattern of misrepresentations will raise strong doubts about an insurer’s ethical base. The standards and tests found in the Handbook are generally objective indicators that can measure this behavior. Factors such as regulated entity attitude and negative, confrontational, or resistive reaction by regulated entity management may be more subjective, but no less apparent, to the regulator. Likewise, a regulated entity with a reputation for being a “good corporate citizen” typically demonstrates a willingness and structure that is responsive to its customers.
D. Application of the Process Review Methodology

The application of a process review methodology consists of several steps with variations depending upon the particular process under review. The steps are as follows:

- Determine which processes to review
- Provide an information request to the regulated entity.
- Consider the quality and completeness of responses
- Test the structure of the process
- Test the content of the particular process
- Confirm the process is as represented
- Document the review
- Determine the maturity level of the particular process reviewed
- Determine whether issues that arise merit reporting in a report or in a management letter

1. Determination of Processes to Review
The most likely use of this approach will be to apply a combination of the examination standards already outlined in the Handbook or state specific handbook and a process review of selected processes. The approach will be generally driven by the reasons for conducting the examination. The examination supervisor will need to evaluate, given the information derived from market analysis, which standards in the Handbook require a conventional approach or quantification and which standards require a process review approach. In some cases, both methods will seem useful. In such cases, the decision to apply process review methodology should be deferred until sample results suggest a need.

2. The Information Request
Reasonable structure to the information request is critical to a timely and thorough understanding of a particular process. There are a series of requests that should be made for any process reviewed. Some of these are generic to all processes while others are specific to the particular process.

(a). Risk Assessment and Mitigation Document
The examiner will want to know what led the regulated entity down a particular path in its development of a process. For this reason, the first item requested should be a copy of the risk assessment and mitigation document that formed the starting point for the process. This document should identify and enumerate the operational and regulatory risks to which the regulated entity is exposed and what it needs to do to control or mitigate that risk. In many cases this document will not exist and that will make the examiners effort a bit more difficult. This situation may be partially overcome with interviews of mid and upper management.
(b). Written Process
The examiner should request a complete description of the process including the applicable written procedure used to operate and control the process. The regulated entity should also describe how errors are detected and corrected in the process. The regulated entity should note if the process is contained within a computerized application. If the process is computerized, the documentation for the process and how it works should be described along with any exception reports.

(c). Process Communication and Training
The examiner should request a description to indicate how the process is conveyed to persons affected by it and how those persons are trained in its use. The response should include how the process is accessed; describe training related to the process and how management confirms that the process is being utilized.

(d). Monitoring the Process
The examiner should request a description of the methods used to monitor compliance with the process to ensure it is performing as intended. The response should include a description of the frequency of measurement. Also request copies of any management reports or forms used for this purpose.

(e). History of the Process
The examiner should request a five-year history and description of changes to the process.

(f). Person Responsible for the Process
The examiner should request the name, position and title of the person in the regulated entity responsible for the effective operation of the process under review.

Additional requests should be designed for the specific process under review. The examiner should tailor additional questions to the specific area of interest. For some processes the added questions will be extensive while in others none will be necessary. The best source for additional information requests related to a specific process is the “Review Procedures and Criteria” for a related standard in the Handbook.

3. Quality of Information Request Responses
The examiner, where possible, should receive a number of process responses prior to arriving on-site. This provides an opportunity to determine if the regulated entity has provided complete responses of sufficient quality to be useful. The examiner should assume a lack of understanding initially as to process review generally by the Insurer. The Examiner-in-Charge might want to arrange a test of a process selected jointly with the regulated entity to assure that the level of understanding of expectations is reasonable. Since the information contained in the responses is generally sensitive, additional caution to maintain confidentiality is necessary.
4. Testing the Structure of the Process Generally
The first level of testing a process is focused on the quality of the process as a process. These are tests that apply to all processes reviewed using process review methodology. They are generic tests. The items that follow are expressed as questions that should be posed to gain an understanding of review of the process. The examiner should provide responses to these questions in the documentation of his or her review.

(a). Policy Statement
This is a broad statement intended for adoption by management of a regulated entity. It is the basis on which procedures, standards and processes are developed for the operation of the various parts of the regulated entity.

Is there a policy statement that generally provides the overall direction is expected to take on compliance matters?

(b). Risk Assessment and Identification
A Risk Identification is a statement describing an element of risk that is inherent in the performance of some operation of the regulated entity. Risks may be operational, environmental, reputational or the effect of a contract provision, applicable statute, rule, regulation or court precedent. In each case failure to manage the risk identified can result in a violation of a contract provision, applicable statute, rule, regulation or a court precedent. The Review Criteria associated with a Standard are the principle source for Risk Identifications.

Has a risk assessment been conducted? Are all the risks associated with a particular function adequately identified? Does the risk assessment address compliance issues?

(c). Mitigation Potential
For each risk identified, there are potential mitigations available that provide the means for a regulated entity to, mitigate, reduce or avoid the risk outlined. The categories of mitigation can be used singly or more effectively in combination. Management of a regulated entity must determine which combination best achieves the result desired within the framework of their particular operations and circumstances. While a particular mitigation potential category may not be necessary for every Risk Description, it should be evaluated for applicability and potential impact. Listed below are the mitigation categories with descriptions:

- **Process** – Process is the written instruction provided to guide the affected party or parties in applying the mitigation.
- **Intent** – Intent is usually in a written form and is the basis for establishing a consistent measurement or baseline for periodic oversight and review. It can be viewed as a policy statement specific to the risk identified.
- **Structure** – Structure refers to the standards or guides that are established, monitored, tracked and enforced as they relate to mitigation of the Risk Identification.
- **Research-Internal** – Research-Internal refers to research or compilations related to the risk arising from noncompliance with the Company's contract provisions or Company policies.
- **Research-External** – Research-External refers to research or compilations related to the risk arising from noncompliance with applicable statutes, rules, regulations or court precedent.
- **Reference** – Reference refers to the tools created for affected persons in the Company resulting from Research-Internal and Research-External.
- **Timeframe** – Timeframe refers to a mitigation that has an associated amount of time in which an activity must occur. These are frequently stated in contract provisions, and applicable statutes, rules or regulations.
- **Access** – A mitigation process cannot be effective if it is not circulated or accessible to persons expected to effect change on the process.
- **Feedback** – The effectiveness of a mitigation process is enhanced if there is a well-structured feedback mechanism at the operational level to ensure that flaws inherent in the process are identified and corrected. The same is true for errors arising from operation of the process. Flaws and errors must be corrected or remedied in order to improve the process.
- **Review** – Periodic review of the process should occur at the departmental level to assure that the mitigations designed for a particular Risk Identification are effective and working as intended.
- **Modification** – Mitigations must remain dynamic and reflect continuous improvement in order to remain effective and valid. Improvements learned from the operation, feedback and review of a mitigation process must be utilized to revise the process.
- **Training** – Personnel must be trained in the use, expectations and operation of the process if it is to be applied appropriately, consistently and effectively.

Do the mitigations provided adequately address the risk noted? Are any obvious mitigation elements missing?

**(d). Process in Writing**

A written structured process is important to consistently meet regulatory requirements; avoid violation of statute; as well as improve service quality to policyholders. These statements describe a component of a process or procedure used to address a risk identified and its accompanying mitigation. Notice that the mitigation potential described above is frequently a procedure or process component.

Is a written procedure or process in place? The absence of a written policy or procedure potentially allows for inconsistent application of the process. If not in writing, how does the regulated entity assure consistent application of the process? Exceptions should be minimal for the process to be effective.
(e). Clarity of Description
Is the procedure or process unambiguous, clear and readable? Does the examiner understand the process or procedure described? Would employees understand the process or procedure? Examiner should explain analysis.

(f). Accessibility
Is the procedure or process accessible and provided to persons subject to its provisions? How the procedure or process is made accessible to those persons? How are they made aware of the existence of the procedure?

(g). Training
Does the Regulated entity provide adequate training to persons affected by the procedure or process? What training is provided? How does the Regulated entity ensure those affected by the process receive training? How are employees retrained if a problem is found? Are steps to avoid bias adequate?

(h). Measurement and Control
Measurement is the effort applied by the regulated entity to determine that a process is conducted in the manner expected and is working. Control is the management feature in place to guide the process in the direction intended. Most controls make deviation from the intended path difficult if not impossible. Some provide for correction of performance in order to make sure that enterprise objectives and the plans devised to attain them are accomplished. This is the method by which management assures that a process or procedure it has adopted as their mitigation to an identified risk is working as intended. The control provides the opportunity to address defects or flaws in a process and achieve continuous improvement. There are three categories of controls that a Company should utilize: feedback controls, concurrent controls and pre-controls. The difference among the categories of controls is when they occur: feedback controls focus on past performance and concurrent controls occur while work is being performed. A pre-control is a control effort made to prevent an undesirable outcome and may include setting policies, rules and procedures. Relying solely on feedback controls is a reactionary stance that may not uncover defects or flaws in a process until after they have occurred. Delayed feedback increases an organization’s operational, regulatory and reputation risk. In order to obtain assurance that a process or procedure is working as intended, a Company should incorporate all three categories of controls. Some of the types of measurement and control that an examiner should expect to see include:

- Internal or external Audit;
- Checklists;
- Computer Anomaly or Error Reports (including Expert Systems Use);
- Intervention by Supervisor or Manager;
- Regular Management Reports;
- Periodic Sampling;
- Employee evaluations; and/or,
- Training or retraining.
Are appropriate measurements or controls in place to test the functioning and efficacy of the procedure or process? How often is the procedure or process reviewed, tested or audited? How does management exercise oversight and control of the process? How is the procedure or process reviewed, tested or audited?

(i). Use of Measurement
How does management utilize the results of its measurement structures? Explain and provide examples, how the results of measurement structures are utilized.

(j). Performing as Intended
Is the procedure or process performing as intended? How does the regulated entity know the procedure or process is performing as intended? If it is not, where is it deficient? Is it possible to know if the procedure or process is performing as intended?

(k). Currency of Process
Is the procedure or process current? When was process last modified? Have events suggested a need for update such as legislation or product line change? Revisions and their reasoning if provided should be explained. Were revisions proactive? Reactive? Are any changes the result of an examination?

5. Testing the Content of the Specific Process
The second level of testing a process is focused on the content of the specific process. These are tests that apply only to the specific process reviewed using process review methodology. A good source for tests applicable to a specific process is the testing criteria for a related standard in the Handbook. The examiner should provide responses to these questions in the documentation of his or her review.

6. Process Confirmation
The third level of testing a process is focused on the confirmation that the process is in operation. Often a regulated entity claims to maintain a process or procedure, but in fact it does not. In using this methodology it is important that the examiner confirm the existence and use of the processes a regulated entity purports to utilize. This can be accomplished in several different ways:

(a). Walk Through
The first exercise is conducting a “walk-through”. It provides the examiner with the opportunity to question how the process actually functions. The examiner should have questions prepared so he or she can achieve a thorough understanding of what the regulated entity does.

(b). Interview
The next method is the use of interviews of upper and mid-level managers and persons using the purported written process. Some companies may use an
informal or undocumented process. The efficacy of such processes should also be considered. The challenge with an undocumented process is that it is frequently without measurement, meaning that the regulated entity really does not know how that process is working. It also means that there is an increased likelihood of inconsistent application, posing potential unfair discrimination issues.

(c). Sampling
The final method is to actually test a sample of files to determine that the process has been applied as described.

7. Documenting the Review
The process review methodology can be more subjective than application of a standard that has only a pass or fail option. It is therefore especially important that examiner work be carefully documented. Worksheets are recommended to assure that consistency of application is maintained.

8. Determine Maturity Level of the Process
The review of procedures and processes is intended to aid in the understanding of the regulated entity efforts to comply with regulatory requirements and to manage its regulatory risks. This is done through a review of the procedures, processes and controls utilized by a Company to manage its exposure to regulatory risk and to mitigate the effects of that exposure. To be useful, a means to place processes on a comparative scale is needed. This is described in Section I.

9. Report or Management Letter
The discovery of flawed process may not result in a violation of statute or regulation. It may not be an actual violation but may represent a potential for violation. The risk for such an event may be low and not warrant inclusion in an examination report. Some states utilize a management letter for low risk situations when it is desirable to provide the regulated entity with an opportunity to correct or repair a system flaw. A management letter is less threatening to the regulated entity and provides an opportunity for more cordial communication and resolution.
E. Uses of the Process review Methodology

The use of process review methodology has a wide range of utility for insurance organizations. It can be used as a stand-alone form of examination or it can help to a narrow a focused review of an area of the regulated entity’s operations. It can be useful to augment a conventional examination.

1. Domestic Baseline

The phrase “baseline examination”, as used here, contemplates an initial examination of a regulated entity conducted by a state. It is expected to provide a “baseline” of information on which to base future regulatory oversight or absence thereof.

The advantage in this instance is that the state of domicile possesses the authority to look at business areas that other states cannot. This is true whether the domestic regulated entity is a large writer in the domestic state or writes no business at all in the state. The written processes a regulated entity utilizes are generally corporate-wide. The domicile state has the opportunity to look at how the regulated entity treats compliance on a scale that is broader than its own immediate interests and to provide other states with information of strong interest to them. This is a meaningful way to address a state's interest in achieving domestic deference. It also happens to enhance efficiency.

Typical baseline examinations are conducted on a state’s domestic insurers. The examinations look at a regulated entity’s total complaint population to determine if there are any detectable patterns that may suggest a need for regulatory interaction. The reviews should not be limited to a single line of business or to a single jurisdiction, but they can easily consider all jurisdictions in which the regulated entity operates. Examiners conducting the baseline examination consider complaints directed at the regulated entity, its producers, its vendors, etc. The object is to look for developing patterns anywhere and to determine if the regulated entity maintains processes to correct or repair the issues driving the patterns.

In a full scope base line, examiners will review 40 or more written processes for each regulated entity examined, unless the examination is for a group of companies using the same written processes and controls. The process should take approximately three to five days for each process in the examination scope assuming all requested materials are available and examiners are appropriately trained in the review process. Generally, half of the work can be conducted off-site, resulting in travel-related expense savings. This review also replaces the market conduct work performed as part of a financial examination. The expectation is that this will provide considerable information about each of the state’s domestic companies, thereby allowing better future allocation of a state’s regulatory resources. For example, this type of examination can identify companies with reactive or passive management styles and, consequently, allow a state to focus greater attention upon those companies. Data developed in this process should be incorporated into a state’s market analysis efforts, thus providing a true baseline for future efforts.
It is not unusual to find a regulated entity with few, or no, written processes. Even more commonplace is finding a regulated entity that has no way to tell whether its written processes are working since measurements are non-existent. If the regulated entity writes a line of business that does not generate consumer complaints, there may be few other valid indicators of regulatory concern. Maintenance of the data in the baseline, once acquired, is easy to accomplish with minimal effort.

The baseline examination departs substantially from the definition of a conventional market conduct examination. However, in view of recent NAIC discussions, experience in proactive/reactive analysis, and the need for states to accomplish their examinations with minimal resources, states might well consider a baseline examination. Examinations that focus on the regulated entity operations and management, proactive vs. reactive analysis of each business area, and a detailed review of patterns that arise from complaint systems provide an insurance commissioner with the necessary data to determine when and where a more limited-scope, targeted examination is appropriate in addition to enhancing data derived from market analysis.

2. Target Examination
The analysis completed in the process review examination is exceptionally predictive; it lends itself to a more precise application of Department resources. Other indicators used in market analysis may suggest that a specific review of a particular process is warranted. This next level of review may be accomplished using the process review methodology as a stand-alone process or combined with a conventional market conduct examination.

3. Identification of Causation
When a trade practice or repeat violation of statute is found through market analysis, a conventional examination or complaint review, using a focused application of process review methodology is useful in identifying causation. Once the cause of the violation is determined, the regulator is able to develop recommendations to repair the issue or structure remediation with precision.

4. Market Analysis Supplement
Users of market analysis are seeking ways to gather and review data that are valid indicators that can be used to demonstrate the need for regulatory interaction. Process review methodology is a valuable tool that provides a means of achieving this goal. However, because the process is relatively new, it will be some time before there is an adequate database of findings from the application of process review methodology upon which states can rely.
F. Requests for Information

This section addresses the Requests for Information made by the examiner(s). Please note that the listed requests for a procedure are not fixed or absolute. These requests do not limit the examiner from posing additional questions, when warranted, in efforts to enhance the understanding of the Regulated Entity’s response(s). If no response is provided, the fact should be part of the examiners documentation. A discussion and explanation of the first ten Requests for Information is found in Section D(4).

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Does the regulated entity have a (name of process) in place?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Please provide a copy of the most recent risk assessment and mitigation document for the regulated entity’s (name of process) process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Please provide a copy of the written (name of process) process or procedure. If a written procedure does not exist, so state, and describe the process the company uses in the absence of a written procedure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Please provide a complete description of the controls utilized to ensure proper operation of the regulated entity’s (name of process) process. Please provide documentation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Please provide a copy of policy statement or statement of intent related to the process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Please describe how errors are detected and corrected in the process. If the process is contained within a computerized application, please describe the process and how it works. Please provide documentation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Please describe in detail how (a). the process is conveyed to persons affected by it. (b). persons utilizing the process are trained in its use and the content of the training. (c). the process is accessed. (d). the Company confirms that the process is being utilized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Please (a). describe the methods used to monitor compliance with the process to ensure it is performing as intended. (b). describe the frequency of measurement and exercise of control. (c). provide copies of any forms used for this process. (d). provide copies of any management reports arising from this process. (e). describe what management does with measurements and reports arising from this process. (f). describe how bias within the process is detected and avoided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Please provide a five-year history and description of changes to the process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Please identify the person and position in the Company responsible for the effective</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
operation of this process. Include Name, title, phone contact and email address.

In addition to the first ten Requests for Information common to all processes, there are requests to be considered that apply to a specific process. These are listed by process showing source chapter, section and number. For example, Ch16§A01 indicates chapter 16, section A, standard number 1. The examiner may add additional requests for information based on differences in state law, regulations, or observed practice and tailor additional questions to specific area of interest. In addition, many of the Review Procedures and Criteria for the Standards in the *Handbook* are a source for additional Requests for Information.

The following Requests for Information are listed by the Chapter in the *Handbook* affected. These requests are intended as a guide as to the kind of questions that may be poses and are not intended to limit the examiners review of the Standard under review. In some instances, the subject matter in a Standard is so extensive that it makes little sense to attempt to itemize the possible questions here.

This chapter has not considered inclusion of
- Chapter 25 – Conducting the Advisory Organization Examination;
- Chapter 27 – Conducting the Examination of a Viatical Settlement Provider; or,
- Chapter 28 – Conducting the Premium Finance Company Examination.

However, placeholders for those chapters are included in this section for future use.
(1) Chapter 16 - General Examination Standards
Requests for Information

Process Ch16§A01 – The regulated entity has an up-to-date, valid internal or external audit program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Note: The focus is on the internal or external audit process utilized to verify appropriate function and to perform analysis of market conduct issues including the various business areas considered in a market conduct examination. A regulated entity that has no internal or external audit function lacks the ready means to detect structural problems until after problems have occurred.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11. Please provide a description of the frequency of application and triggering events for audit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Please provide access to reports generated by the audit process during the Examination Period. This request encompasses audits conducted by or for the regulated entity’s internal audit department as well as other operational audits conducted by affected departments. Indicate location for access.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: The State and the examiners are aware that these documents may be viewed as proprietary and sensitive. The reports will be viewed on the company premises after commencement of the on-site portion of the examination. The examiners, based on the results of audit findings for which the company has taken appropriate corrective action and remediation, will not recommend administrative action. The purpose for viewing these documents is to determine that management directives are in compliance with statute and that errors found through the audit process are corrected. It is not used as a device to discover and quantify violations, rather it is used for qualitative purposes. Any special needs or concerns should be discussed with the Examiner in Charge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Please describe how recommendations made in audits are tracked until implemented or resolved. Cross reference to appropriate location in the written procedure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Does the audit function include edit and audit procedures to screen and to check data submitted by the regulated entity’s statistical agent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Does the regulated entity conduct periodic reviews of creditors with respect to its credit insurance business with such creditors?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Process Ch16§A02 – The regulated entity has appropriate controls, safeguards and procedures for protecting the integrity of computer information.

| Note: The focus is on the existence of sufficient protection to the regulated entity systems. Examiners should avoid requiring information that itself poses a threat to |
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that protection.

11. If changes to contracts can be made electronically or verbally, please describe process for the change and who has authority to make such changes.

12. How does the regulated entity detect and respond to attempts at unauthorized access to computer data? How does the regulated entity respond to successful unauthorized access? Has the regulated entity experienced inappropriate intrusions?

13. What steps are taken to ensure there is adequate security of applicant/insured data during electronic transfer of data? Please address the security of both data "at rest" and data "in motion". Are security audits conducted and if so with what frequency.

**Process Ch16§A03 – The regulated entity has antifraud initiatives in place that are reasonably calculated to detect, prosecute and prevent fraudulent insurance acts.**

**Note:** Examiners are interested in internal as well as external fraud response and detection mechanisms.

11. Please provide a copy of the fraud warning notice provided with claims processing.

12. Please describe how the regulated entity determines that its anti-fraud efforts are adequate.

13. Please describe staffing for the program and number of suspected fraud cases referred to the Commissioner during the examination period.

14. Please describe procedures in place to prevent persons convicted of a felony involving dishonesty or breach of trust from participating in the business of insurance.

15. Does the regulated entity utilize a reporting mechanism to provide information regarding fraudulent insurance acts to the insurance commissioner?

**Process Ch16§A04 – The regulated entity has a valid disaster recovery plan.**

11. Please describe any use of the regulated entity disaster recovery plan during the period of the examination.

12. Please describe how often elements of the disaster recovery plan are tested and the methods used to critique results.

13. Please describe the regulated entity’s off-site backup for its data and the frequency of update. Is the backup site sufficiently distant geographically so as not to expose primary and backup sites to a common disaster?
Process Ch16§A05 – Contracts between the regulated entity and entities assuming a business function or acting on behalf of the regulated entity, such as, but not limited to, managing general agents (MGAs), general agents (GAs), third-party administrators (TPAs) and management agreements, must comply with applicable licensing requirements, statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: “Vendor” refers to a third party provider of services including but not limited to MGA’s, GA’s, and TPA’s related to one or more of the following functions:
- Complaint handling
- Marketing and Sales
- Producer Licensing
- Policyholder Service
- Underwriting and Rating
- Claims Handling
- Grievance Handling
- Network Adequacy
- Provider Credentialing
- Utilization Review

It does not include supply vendors or vendors providing equipment such as computers, maintenance, landscaping, communications, etc.

11. Provide a list of any vendors including but not limited to MGA’s, GA’s and TPA’s used by the regulated entity to perform functions in the complaint handling, sales and marketing, producer licensing, policyholder services, underwriting and rating, claims handling grievance handling, network adequacy, provider credentialing and utilization review areas, and describe the scope of authority extended. If license for the vendor is required, indicate the type of license held.

12. Provide a copy of the contract(s) used by the regulated entity for vendors.

13. Does contract specify the responsibilities of the subcontractor regarding recordkeeping and audit.

Process Ch16§A06 – The regulated entity is adequately monitoring the activities of any entity that contractually assumes a business function or is acting on behalf of the regulated entity.

Note: “Vendor” refers to a third party provider of services including but not limited to MGA’s, GA’s, and TPA’s related to one or more of the following functions:
- Complaint handling
- Marketing and Sales
- Producer Licensing
- Policyholder Service
- Underwriting and Rating
- Claims Handling
- Grievance Handling
- Network Adequacy
- Provider Credentialing
- Utilization Review

It does not include supply vendors or vendors providing equipment such as computers, maintenance, landscaping, communications, etc.

11. Provide a list of any vendors including but not limited to MGA’s, GA’s and TPA’s used by the regulated entity to perform functions in the complaint handling, sales and marketing, producer licensing, policyholder services, underwriting and rating, claims handling grievance handling, network adequacy, provider credentialing and utilization review areas, and describe the scope of authority extended. If license for the vendor is required, indicate the type of license held.

12. Provide a copy of the contract(s) used by the regulated entity for vendors.

13. Does contract specify the responsibilities of the subcontractor regarding recordkeeping and audit.

14. Please describe oversight and control by regulated entity of a vendor.

15. Provide a copy of each vendor audit completed during the Examination Period.

16. Describe how performance standards for vendors are established, monitored and documented.

17. If for credit insurance, describe periodic review of creditors. Provide access to written records of the reviews maintained by the insurer.

Process Ch16§A07 – Records are adequate, accessible, consistent and orderly and comply with state record retention requirements.

Note: The records of interest include records for complaint handling, sales and marketing, producer licensing, policyholder services, underwriting and claims handling. For Health records this also include grievance procedures, network adequacy, provider credentialing, quality assessment and utilization review functions.

11. Please describe the various media used for records affected by market regulation concerns.

12. Please describe step taken to maintain orderly organization, legibility and structure of files.

13. Please provide a copy of the regulated entity record retention schedule.
14. Please describe any failed recoveries.

15. Please describe record backup process.

**Process Ch16§A08 – The regulated entity is licensed for the lines of business that are being written.**

11. Please describe how the regulated entity avoids writing business not authorized by its certificate of authority.

**Process Ch16§A09 – The regulated entity cooperates on a timely basis with examiners performing the examinations.**

11. Please describe how the regulated entity monitors its interaction with examiners to assure timely delivery of requested data.

**Note:** “Assertions of Privilege” refers to the process whereby the company asserts some form of privilege to deny access to certain documents. The primary privilege of this type is the attorney-client privilege. The privilege is asserted to protect communications between an Attorney and a client. The party asserting the privilege bears the burden of demonstrating its existence and applicability of the privilege is determined on a case-by-case basis. The regulated entity should have a written policy regarding the use of attorney-client privilege, as state or federal law governs the protection afforded by the privilege. “Assertions of Privilege” may also be attempted for self-evaluative or self-critical analysis privilege and privilege may be claimed for proprietary documents, however, these forms of privilege may not be recognized by the examining state.

12. If a document for which a privilege is claimed is critical to examiner review of an issue, to whom in the Company can an appeal be made and what is the process for appeal?

13. Please describe the various Assertion of Privilege types used by the regulated entity and the logic for each type.

**Process Ch16§A10 – The regulated entity has procedures for the collection, use and disclosure of information gathered in connection with insurance transactions so as to minimize any improper intrusion into the privacy of applicants and policyholders.**

11. Please provide a copy of all “Notice of Information Practices” used by the regulated entity.

12. Describe how the regulated entity utilizes investigative reports and the privacy protections in use for investigative reports.
13. Describe how the regulated entity limits access to personal information and the controls in place to assure that personal information is not inappropriately released.

14. Describe the reasons the regulated entity utilizes for adverse underwriting decisions.

15. Please describe how the regulated entity provides adverse underwriting decisions to prospective insureds and the detail provided.

16. Please describe regulated entity's system for allowing production of all disclosures made, routine of otherwise.

17. Please provide the identity of any vendors holding and/or using personal information concerning insureds or prospective insureds of the regulated entity and their reasons for doing so. The list should also contain a contact name, phone number and email address.

**Process Ch16§A11 – The regulated entity has developed and implemented written policies, standards and procedures for the management of insurance information.**

**Note:** This process applicable for states that have adopted the NAIC Insurance Information and Privacy Protection Model Act referred to as the 1982 Model Act.

11. Please provide training manuals and bulletins that address the management of insurance information including handling, disclosing, storing or disposing of insurance information.

12. Please describe the regulated entity's standards and security to safeguard insurance information. Please describe the factors considered in developing these safeguards.

13. Please provide a copy of the contract used by the regulated entity to share information shared with a contractor of the regulated entity.

14. Please describe all contractual agreements between the regulated entity and other persons and indicate how they address privacy procedures and standards for the person with whom the regulated entity is contracting.

15. Please describe the process used by the regulated entity before disclosure of information held.

16. Describe how the regulated entity ensures proper authorization before disclosing insurance information.

17. Describe how the regulated entity handles, discloses, stores and disposes of insurance information.

18. Please provide the identity of any vendors holding and/or using personal information concerning insureds or prospective insureds of the regulated entity and their reasons for
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Describe the training process, time required and frequency for employees handling insurance information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Describe the process utilized when the regulated entity discovers an inappropriate release of insurance information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Please provide a copy of the “Notice of Information Practices” provided to all applicants or policyholders for the protection of consumer information and privacy. If this responsibility has been delegated to the producer, please provide the contractual language that supports the delegation and a discussion of the controls utilized to assure that the delivery has occurred.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>Please specify those questions posed by the regulated entity designed to obtain information solely for marketing or research purposes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>Please describe the regulated entity's use of investigative consumer reports including personal interviews and how reports are initiated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Please describe the process for correcting, amending, or deleting personal information held by the regulated entity including recorded personal information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>Please describe the controls used by the regulated entity for information or data held by vendors or producers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Process Ch16§A12 – The regulated entity has policies and procedures to protect the privacy of nonpublic personal information relating to its customers, former customers and consumers that are not customers.**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Please describe the regulated entity's standards and security to safeguard nonpublic customer information. Please describe the factors considered in developing these safeguards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Please provide communications by the regulated entity to employees and producers subject to the regulated entity’s privacy policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Please provide a copy of all notices and disclosures provided to customers, former customers and consumers who are not customers, for the protection of consumer information and privacy including but not limited to “Notice of Information Practices”, disclosure of nonpublic personal financial information, and disclosure of nonpublic personal health information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Please furnish verification that the regulated entity has provided a copy of its privacy notice to its producers. Indicate frequency.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
15. Please provide a copy of the opt-out form used by the regulated entity with any instructions for its use.

16. Please describe efforts to prevent unfair discrimination against customers and consumers who are not customers who have opted out from the disclosure of nonpublic personal financial information to nonaffiliated third parties or who have not authorized disclosure of nonpublic personal health information.

17. Please provide all privacy-related consumer complaints and inquiries.

**Process Ch16§A13 – The regulated entity provides privacy notices to its customers and, if applicable, to its consumers who are not customers regarding treatment of nonpublic personal financial information.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11. Please describe the regulated entity's standards and security to safeguard nonpublic customer information. Please describe the factors considered in developing these safeguards.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12. Please provide a copy of all notices and disclosures provided to customers, former customers and consumers who are not customers, for the protection of consumer information and privacy including but not limited to “Notice of Information Practices”, disclosure of nonpublic personal financial information, and disclosure of nonpublic personal health information. This includes initial (standard and short-form) notices, annual and revised notices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Please describe the categories of nonpublic personal information that the regulated entity collects and why.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Please describe all entities to whom the regulated entity discloses nonpublic personal information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Please describe all nonaffiliated third parties to whom the regulated entity discloses information and explain the reasons for the disclosures.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Process Ch16§A14 – If the regulated entity discloses information subject to an opt-out right, the regulated entity has policies and procedures in place so that nonpublic personal financial information will not be disclosed when a consumer who is not a customer has opted out, and the regulated entity provides opt-out notices to its customers and other affected consumers.**

| 11. Please describe the controls used by the regulated entity to ensure that information subject to an opt-out right will not be disclosed when a consumer who is not a customer has opted out. |
12. Please describe the capability of the regulated entity to keep nonpublic personal financial information from being unlawfully disclosed to a non-affiliated third-party when a consumer has opted out.

13. Please provide a copy of the opt-out form used by the regulated entity with any instructions for its use.

Process Ch16§A15 – The regulated entity’s collection, use and disclosure of nonpublic personal financial information are in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

11. Please describe the regulated entity's standards and security to safeguard nonpublic personal financial information. Please describe the factors considered in developing these safeguards.

12. Identify vendors holding and/or using nonpublic personal financial information concerning insureds or prospective insureds of the regulated entity and their reasons for doing so.

13. Please provide a copy of all notices and disclosures provided to customers and consumers for the protection of nonpublic personal financial information.

Process Ch16§A16 – In states promulgating the health information provisions of the Privacy of Consumer Financial and Health Information Model Regulation (#672), or providing equivalent protection through other substantially similar laws under the jurisdiction of the insurance department, the regulated entity has policies and procedures in place so that nonpublic personal health information will not be disclosed, except as permitted by law, unless a customer or a consumer who is not a customer has authorized the disclosure.

11. Please describe the regulated entity's standards and security to safeguard nonpublic personal health information of customers and consumers who are not customers. Please describe the factors considered in developing these safeguards.

12. Please provide a copy of all notices and disclosures provided to customers, former customers and consumers who are not customers, for the protection of nonpublic personal health information.

13. Please describe the authorization process for release of nonpublic personal health information, provide any forms utilized in connection with the authorization and all instructions for their use.
### Process Ch16§A17 – Each licensee shall implement a comprehensive written information security program for the protection of nonpublic customer information.

11. Please describe the regulated entity's standards and security to safeguard nonpublic customer information. Does the security include administrative, technical and physical safeguards? Please describe the factors considered in developing these safeguards.

12. How do the safeguards implemented consider the size and complexity of the regulated entity? How do the safeguards implemented consider the nature and scope of the regulated entity’s activities? In responding to this request, consider such factors as: (1) the products and services offered by the regulated entity; (2) the methods of distribution for the products and services; (3) the types of information maintained by the regulated entity; (4) the size of the regulated entity (which may include the number of employees and the volume of business, etc.); (5) the marketing arrangements; and (6) the extent to which, or methods by which, the regulated entity communicates electronically with customers, producers and other third parties.

13. Describe how the regulated entity ensures proper authorization before disclosing insurance information.

14. How frequently is the security program reviewed and updated?

### Process Ch16§A18 – All data required to be reported to departments of insurance is complete and accurate.

**Note:** This process impacts loss statistical reports, medical professional liability loss reports, MCAS data, state specific data calls, etc.

11. Please describe the process for detecting, resolving and correcting data errors.

12. Please explain the reconciliation process utilized before data is submitted.

13. Please explain how the regulated entity assures timely reporting.

### Process Ch16§B01 – All complaints are recorded in the required format on the regulated entity’s complaint register.

11. Please provide a copy of the Consumer Complaint Register.

12. Please describe the media used for the complaint register and how it is accessed.

13. Describe limitations to access.
Process Ch16§B02 – The regulated entity has adequate complaint handling procedures in place and communicates such procedures to policyholders.

11. Please describe information provided to policyholders to communicate procedures for complaint handling.

12. Please describe steps taken by regulated entity to ensure that correspondence and email received expressing a complaint or grievance is handled as a complaint and is logged and processed accordingly.

Process Ch16§B03 – The regulated entity takes adequate steps to finalize and dispose of the complaint in accordance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations and contract language.

11. Please describe the regulated entity's reporting mechanism and frequency for reporting the findings on its review of complaints to senior management.

12. Please describe how the regulated entity assures that all issues raised in a complaint or grievance are fully addressed by its responses.

13. Please describe the regulated entity's standards for logging, dating and documentation of all complaint/grievance activities. Please describe the controls in place to assure that the standards are met.

14. Provide a listing of all complaints filed with the company during the examination period including grievances filed.

Process Ch16§B04 – The timeframe within which the regulated entity responds to complaints is in accordance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Source:

11. Please describe the regulated entity's standards for timely and accurate response and disposition of a complaint. Please describe the controls in place to assure that the standards are met.

Process Ch16§C01 – All advertising and sales materials are in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

11. Provide a copy of the regulated entity's advertising objectives statement.

12. Provide a copy of the regulated entity's producer marketing materials or solicitation kits.
13. Provide a copy of the regulated entity's advertising materials and associated policy forms used during the Examination Period.

14. Describe the regulated entity’s internet marketing efforts.

15. Provide a copy of the regulated entity's telemarketing scripts.

16. Describe methods of communication with producers. Is electronic media used to train, inform, communicate with producers?

17. Provide a copy of any buyer's guide in use by the regulated entity.

18. Please describe any use of social media by the regulated entity.

**Process Ch16§C02 – Regulated entity internal producer training materials are in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.**

**Note:** For purposes of this process, this includes, agent, broker, solicitor, surplus lines broker, general agent, managing general agent, etc.

11. Please describe the specialized product training provided to producers and the frequency of the training.

12. Please describe the regulated entity efforts to avoid producer misrepresentation.

13. Please provide all producer training material utilized by the regulated entity.

**Process Ch16§C03 – Regulated entity communications to producers are in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.**

11. Please describe the media used for communications with producers.

12. Please provide all general communications, bulletins, notices, etc. sent to producers during the examination period.

**Process Ch16§D01 – Regulated entity records of licensed and appointed (if applicable) producers and in jurisdictions where applicable, licensed company or contracted independent adjusters agree with insurance department records.**

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.
Process Ch16§D02 – The producers are properly licensed and appointed and have appropriate continuing education (if required by state law) in the jurisdiction where the application was taken.

11. Please describe steps aimed at assuring that producers is licensed before submission of business and appointed within 15 days of submission.

12. Please provide a sample producer contract and commission schedule.

13. Please describe controls in place to assure that the producer is acting within the scope of his/her authority.

Process Ch16§D03 – Termination of producers complies with applicable standards, rules and regulations regarding notification to the producer and notification to the state, if applicable.

11. Please provide a listing of acceptable reasons for termination of a producer contract.

12. Are terminations and reasons for the termination provided to the state?

Process Ch16§D04 – The regulated entity’s policy of producer appointments and terminations does not result in unfair discrimination against policyholders.

11. Please describe the steps taken to prevent unfair discrimination when considering a termination.

12. Please describe the documentation required for a termination.

13. Provide a listing of all producers that were terminated during the examination period. List reasons.

Process Ch16§D05 – Records of terminated producers adequately document reasons for terminations.

11. Please provide a listing of acceptable reasons for termination of a producer contract.

12. Please describe the documentation required for a termination.

13. Provide a listing of all producers that were terminated during the examination period. List reasons.

Process Ch16§D06 – Producer account balances are in accordance with the producer’s contract with the insurer.

11. Are criminal reports made when a defalcation occurs?
12. Does the producer contract used by the regulated entity require that premiums be held in a fiduciary capacity?

13. Provide a listing of producer accounts current where the remittance of premiums due has not been made according to contract.

Process Ch16§E01 – Premium notices and billing notices are sent out with an adequate amount of advance notice.

11. Please provide sample copy of billing notice.

12. Please provide a description of the timing of billings.

Process Ch16§E02 – Policy issuance and insured-requested cancellations are timely.

11. Please describe the regulated entity standards for timely policy issuance.

12. Please describe the regulated entity standards for timely insured requested cancellations.

Process Ch16§E03 – All correspondence directed to the regulated entity is answered in a timely and responsive manner by the appropriate department.

11. Please describe the regulated entity’s standards for identifying and directing incoming correspondence.

12. Please describe the regulated entity’s standard for timely response to correspondence.

Process Ch16§E04 – Whenever the regulated entity transfers the obligation of its contracts to another regulated entity pursuant to an assumption reinsurance agreement, the regulated entity has gained prior approval of the insurance department, and the regulated entity has sent the required notices to affected policyholders.

Note: According to the model act, “assumption reinsurance agreement” means any contract which both:
  • transfers insurance obligations and/or risks of existing or enforce contracts of insurance from a transferring insurer to and assuming reinsurer; and
  • is intended to affect a novation of the transferred contract of insurance with the result that the assuming insurer becomes directly liable to the policyholders of the transferring insurer.

11. Does the regulated entity enter into assumption reinsurance agreements?
12. What notifications are provided to affected policyholders?

**Process Ch16§E05 – Policy transactions are processed accurately and completely.**

11. Please describe the regulated entity’s standards for timeliness and accuracy of all transactions.

12. Please describe the regulated entity’s standards for documentation of all transactions including but not limited to Cash surrenders; Policy loans; Bank draft acceptance and clearance; and Beneficiary changes.

13. Please describe the regulated entity’s standards for processing of mature endowments when due.

**Life Products**

14. Please describe the regulated entity’s standards for processing premium refunds for modifying the guaranteed life products. Special requirements may exist, under policy provisions or state law, for calculation of refunds involving “10 day day right to return” periods for life products, which include a separate account.

**Credit Insurance**

14. Please describe the regulated entity’s standards for handling of credit insurance where the debt is refinanced prior to the scheduled maturity date.

**Process Ch16§E06 – Reasonable attempts to locate missing policyholders or beneficiaries are made.**

11. Please describe the steps taken and tools utilized to locate beneficiaries, policyholders and recipients of unclaimed properties.

**Process Ch16§E07 – Unearned premiums are correctly calculated and returned to the appropriate party in a timely manner and in accordance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.**

11. Does the Company have a process to return unearned premium?

12. Please describe how the regulated entity verifies that refunds provided to a producer are properly distributed.

13. Please describe how the regulated entity verify adherence to “free look” periods?

14. Please describe how credit insurance refunds are calculated and refunded.
Process Ch16§F01 – The rates charged for the policy coverage are in accordance with filed rates (if applicable) or the regulated entity’s rating plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11. Please provide a copy of all rating manuals in use during the Examination Period.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Please describe method of rating policies. Indicate if rating is done manually, electronically, or a combination of both. If different systems used for new business versus renewal business, describe differences.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Please describe steps taken by regulated entity to determine that the basis of premium is correct.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Please describe how the regulated entity assures that correct rating factors are used.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Process Ch16§F02 – All mandated disclosures are documented and in accordance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11. Please provide a copy of all disclosures made to policyholders during the examination period. Describe how disclosures made are documented.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. How does the regulated entity determine what disclosures are required and what controls are in place to assure that required disclosures are made?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Is notice of the existence of pools provided where required?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Are help phone numbers provided to policyholders?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Does the regulated entity utilize <em>Buyers Guides</em> and if so for what lines of business?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Process Ch16§F03 – The regulated entity does not permit illegal rebating, commission-cutting or inducements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11. Please provide a copy of all rating manuals in use during the Examination Period.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Please describe method of rating policies. Indicate if rating is done manually, electronically, or a combination of both. If different systems used for new business versus renewal business, describe differences.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Please describe steps taken by regulated entity to detect and prevent illegal rebating, commission-cutting or inducements.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Please describe steps taken by regulated entity to determine that the basis of premium is</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Process Ch16§F04 – The regulated entity’s underwriting practices are not unfairly discriminatory. The regulated entity adheres to applicable statutes, rules and regulations and regulated entity guidelines in the selection of risks.

11. Please provide a copy of all underwriting manuals and guidelines in use during the Examination Period.

12. Do applications form a part of the contract of coverage in all cases? Specify.

13. Provide a copy of each policy form and rider used by the regulated entity during the Examination Period.

14. Describe process for handling adverse underwriting decisions. Include copies of form letters used.

15. Provide a copy of all bulletins, notices, orders, and newsletters, etc. provided to or accessible by underwriters to guide them in their selection of business. If materials are voluminous, please provide an index.

16. Describe latitude given to underwriters to deviate from selection or rating criteria and circumstances under which it may be exercised. Describe the documentation required in such instances and controls utilized to avoid abuse.

17. Describe commission structure including any variances permitted on an individual agent basis. Does the regulated entity use multilevel commission schedule and if so describe conditions under which variances are used and how are they applied?

18. Describe verification process used by the regulated entity to determine accuracy of application information.

19. Describe process used by Company to assure that underwriting, rating and classification efforts on auditable policies is developed at or near inception of the coverage rather that near or after expiration or following a claim.

20. Please provide a copy of each application for coverage used by the Company.

21. Describe controls in place to monitor declination/rejection by underwriters.

Process Ch16§F05 – All forms, including policies, contracts, riders, amendments, endorsement forms and certificates are filed with the insurance department, if applicable.

11. Please provide a list of forms filed during the examination period. If any were
disapproved, so indicate.

12. Please provide a copy of any form certifications made during the Examination Period.

Process Ch16§F06 – Policies, contracts, riders, amendments and endorsements are issued or renewed accurately, timely and completely.

11. Please describe the regulated entity standards for timely policy issuance.

Process Ch16§F07 – Rejections and declinations are not unfairly discriminatory.

11. Please provide a list of reasons used by the regulated entity for rejection or declinations.

12. Please provide an explanation of conditions that allow a producer to terminate coverage and the specific controls the company has in place to assure that such terminations are appropriate and not unfairly discriminatory.

13. Please explain the Company standards for materiality utilized before exercising a decision to rescind coverage.

Process Ch17§F08 – Cancellation/nonrenewal, discontinuance and declination notices comply with policy and contract provisions, state laws and the regulated entity’s guidelines.

11. Please provide a list of reasons used by the regulated entity for cancellation/nonrenewal, discontinuance or declination.

12. Please provide samples of cancellation/nonrenewal, discontinuance or declination notices.

13. Please describe controls in place to assure that cancellation/nonrenewal, discontinuance or declinations by underwriters comport with statutes rules and regulations including unfairly discriminatory practices.

14. Please describe controls in place to assure that cancellation/nonrenewal, discontinuance or declinations by producers or managing general agents comport with statutes rules and regulations including unfairly discriminatory practices.

15. Describe process for handling adverse underwriting decisions. Include copies of form letters used.

Process Ch16§F09 – Rescissions are not made for non-material misrepresentation.

11. Please explain the Company standards for materiality utilized before exercising a decision
12. Please describe the controls in place to assure standard is consistently applied.

**Process Ch16§G01 – The initial contact by the regulated entity with the claimant is within the required timeframe.**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11. What timeframes are utilized by the regulated entity for initial contact?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Please describe the controls in place to assure timeframe is consistently applied.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Process Ch16§G02 – Timely investigations are conducted.**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11. What timeframes are utilized by the regulated entity for timely investigation?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Please describe the controls in place to assure timeframe is consistently applied.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Process Ch16§G03 – Claims are resolved in a timely manner.**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11. What timeframes are utilized by the regulated entity for resolution?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Describe regulated entity standards for use of claim releases, if any. Are releases used? If so provide a sample of each type of release used.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Please describe the controls in place to assure timeframe is consistently applied.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Please describe differences in the claim handling process necessitated by a catastrophic event.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Describe source of adequate claim adjustment or claim adjudication resources needed to address loss arising from a catastrophic event.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Process Ch16§G04 – The regulated entity responds to claims correspondence in a timely manner.**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11. What timeframes are utilized by the regulated entity for response to claim correspondence?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Please describe the controls in place to assure timeframe is consistently applied.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Process Ch16§G05 – Claim files are adequately documented.**
11. Please describe the regulated entity claim file documentation requirements.

12. Please describe the regulated entity claim file retention/destruction requirements.

13. Please describe the regulated entity controls to assure that documentation is complete and sufficient.

**Process Ch16§G06 – Claims are properly handled in accordance with policy provisions and applicable statutes (including HIPAA), rules and regulations.**

| 11. How does regulated entity assure that claim is settled in accord with policy provisions? |
| 12. Does the regulated entity utilize fraud detection measures in its review of claims? |

**Process Ch16§G07 – Regulated entity claim forms are appropriate for the type of product.**

| 11. Please provide a copy of each claim form in use by the regulated entity. |

**Process Ch16§G08 – Claim files are reserved in accordance with the regulated entity’s established procedures.**

| 11. Please provide a copy of the claims guidelines used by the adjuster or claim processor to establish reserves. |
| 12. Please provide a copy of all bulletins, notices, orders, and newsletters, etc. provided to or accessible by adjusters to guide them in their adjustment of claims. |
| 13. Please describe controls in place to detect reserve inadequacies or redundancies and to make adjustments. |

**Process Ch16§G09 – Denied and closed without payment claims are handled in accordance with policy provisions and state law.**

| 11. Please describe the regulated entity’s standard of explanation for a denied and closed without payment claims. |
| 12. Does the regulated entity provide claimants with instructions for having rebuttals to denials reviewed by the Insurance Department or the regulated entity? |
Process Ch16§G10 – Canceled benefit checks and drafts reflect appropriate claim handling practices.

11. Indicate whether claims are paid by check or by draft. If by draft describe clearance process.

Process Ch16§G11 – Claim handling practices do not compel claimants to institute litigation, in cases of clear liability and coverage, to recover amounts due under policies by offering substantially less than is due under the policy.

11. Please describe the regulated entity controls utilized to properly assess the recoverable amounts under a policy and avoid litigation due to insufficient offers. Ch16§G11
(2) Chapter 17 – Conducting the Property and Casualty Examination

Requests for Information

Process Ch17§C01 – The regulated entity’s mass marketing of property/casualty insurance is in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

11. Please describe how a legitimate basis for a group is determined.

Process Ch17§E01 – Claims history and loss information is provided to the insured in a timely manner.

11. Please provide the regulated entity standards for providing claim history and loss information in a timely manner when requested?

Process Ch17§F01 – Credits, debits and deviations are consistently applied on a non-discriminatory basis.

11. Please explain how the regulated entity assures consistent application of its credits, debits and deviations.

Process Ch17§F02 – Schedule rating or individual risk premium modification plans, where permitted, are based on objective criteria with usage supported by appropriate documentation.

11. Please explain how the regulated entity assures consistent application of its schedule rating plan.

12. Please explain how the regulated entity documents its use of the schedule rating plan and describe what constitutes adequate support for the various categories of credit and debit.

Process Ch17§F03 – Verification of use of the filed expense multipliers; the regulated entity should be using a combination of loss costs and expense multipliers filed with the insurance department.

11. Please provide the regulated entity’s filed (and approved if applicable) expense multipliers during the examination period.

12. Please explain how the expense multiplier is developed for each line of business affected.

Process Ch17§F04 – Verification of premium audit accuracy and the proper application of rating factors.
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Please describe the regulated entity’s standard for timely premium audit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Please explain under what circumstances and conditions are premium audits waived.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Please describe the process utilized when the auditor finds a significant difference in the classifications used or the estimated premium basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>How does the Company assure that premium audit data is accurately reflected in the unit statistical report. (Workers Compensation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Process Ch17§F05 – Verification of experience modification factors.**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Does the regulated entity reconcile experience modification to the unit statistical reports made to NCCI?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Does the regulated entity insist on timely development of experience modifications and what is the process when modifications are not applied within the first thirty days of the policy period affected?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>How does the Company assure that the correct experience modification is applied accurately and timely?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Process Ch17§F06 – Verification of loss reporting.**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>How does the regulated entity assure timely and accurate reporting of the unit statistical reports made to NCCI?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>How does the regulated entity assure timely and accurate reporting of data calls made by NCCI?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Process Ch17§F07 – Verification of the regulated entity’s data provided in response to the NCCI call on deductibles.**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Please describe verification process for data submitted on deductible calls.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Process Ch17§F08 – Underwriting, rating and classification are based on adequate information developed at or near inception of the coverage rather than near expiration, or following a claim.**

**Note:** Underwriting decisions should be based on information that reasonably should have been developed at the inception of the policy or during initial underwriting and
not, through audit or other means, after the policy has expired or after a claim has occurred.

| 11 | Please describe the controls the regulated entity has implemented to avoid post-claims underwriting. |
| 12 | Please describe the minimum information required for the regulated entity to accept business offered to it. |

**Process Ch17§F09 – Audits, when required, are conducted accurately and timely.**

| 11 | Please describe the regulated entity’s standard for timely premium audit. |
| 12 | Please explain under what circumstances and conditions are premium audits waived. |
| 13 | Please describe the process utilized when the auditor finds a significant difference in the classifications used or the estimated premium basis. |

**Process Ch17§F10 – The regulated entity’s underwriting practices are not unfairly discriminatory. The regulated entity adheres to applicable statutes, rules and regulations and the regulated entity’s guidelines in the selection of risks.**

| 11 | Please provide a copy of all underwriting manuals and guidelines in use during the Examination Period. |
| 12 | Do applications form a part of the contract of coverage in all cases? Specify. |
| 13 | Provide a copy of each policy form and rider used by the regulated entity during the Examination Period. |
| 14 | Describe process for handling adverse underwriting decisions. Include copies of form letters used. |
| 15 | Provide a copy of all bulletins, notices, orders, and newsletters, etc. provided to or accessible by underwriters to guide them in their selection of business. If materials are voluminous, please provide an index. |
| 16 | Describe latitude given to underwriters to deviate from selection or rating criteria and circumstances under which it may be exercised. |
| 17 | Describe commission structure including any variances permitted on an individual agent basis. Does the regulated entity use multilevel commission schedule and if so describe conditions under which variances are used and how are they applied? |
18. Describe verification process used by the regulated entity to determine accuracy of application information.

19. Describe process used by Company to assure that underwriting, rating and classification efforts on auditable policies are developed at or near inception of the coverage rather than near or after expiration or following a claim.

20. Please provide a copy of each application for coverage used by the Company.

21. Describe controls in place to monitor declination/rejection by underwriters.

**Process Ch17§F11** – All forms and endorsements forming a part of the contract are listed on the declaration page and should be filed with the insurance department (if applicable).

**Note:** All forms and endorsements forming a part of a contract must be listed on the declaration page unless added after inception in which case the attaching clause must be completed.

11. Does the regulated entity conduct a control review before a policy is released to assure that all forms and endorsements forming part of the contract are itemized on the declaration page?

**Process Ch17§F12** – Regulated entity verifies that the VIN number submitted with the application is valid and that the correct symbol is utilized.

11. Does the regulated entity utilize a third party to test the VIN numbers of the vehicles it insures for validity?

12. Describe how the regulated entity verifies the physical damage symbols it uses.

**Process Ch17§F13** – The regulated entity does not engage in collusive or anti-competitive underwriting practices.

**Note:** Examiners are instructed to refer any practice suggesting anti-competitive behavior to the Insurance Department legal counsel. This includes engaging in collusive underwriting practices that may inhibit competition.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.
Process Ch17§F14 – The regulated entity’s underwriting practices are not unfairly discriminatory. The regulated entity adheres to applicable statutes, rules and regulations in its application of mass marketing plans.

11. Please explain the differences between the underwriting guidelines for mass-marketed business and individually marketed business.

12. Please explain the regulated entity’s treatment of nonpayment of premium for mass marketed business.

13. Please describe the method used to disclose the right to continue for members of the group who leave employment or the group.

Process Ch17§F15 – All group personal lines property and casualty policies and programs meet minimum requirements.

11. Please describe the conversion options when an individual terminates coverage.

12. What are the differences between the group coverage written and the coverage offered under a conversion option?

13. What are the conditions or rules for participation in a group program?

14. Is group coverage contingent on the purchase of any other insurance, product or service?

15. How are experience refunds or dividends distributed?

Process Ch17§F16 – Cancellation/nonrenewal notices comply with policy provisions and state laws, including the amount of advance notice provided to the insured and other parties to the contract.

11. Please provide a copy of the Notice of Cancellation and the Notice of Nonrenewal used by the regulated entity.

12. Are reasons for cancellation or nonrenewal given with the notice?

Process Ch17§F17 – All policies are correctly coded.

11. How does the regulated entity assure that codes are current?

12. How does the regulated entity assure that codes provided by producers are correct and current?
### Process Ch17§F18 – Application or enrollment forms are properly, accurately and fully completed, including any required signatures, and file documentation adequately supports decisions made.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Are applications maintained in the underwriting file?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>When and under what conditions does the regulated entity require a physical inspection, a motor vehicle report (MVR), an inspection report, a credit report or other underwriting information to confirm exposure or premium basis?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>When a policy is issued on a basis other than applied for, does the regulated entity provide an adverse underwriting decision? If not, please explain.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Process Ch17§G01 – Regulated entity uses the reservation of rights and excess of loss letters, when appropriate.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Who makes the determination to send a reservation of rights letter or an excess of loss letter and under what conditions?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Process Ch17§G02 – Deductible reimbursement to insureds upon subrogation recovery is made in a timely and accurate manner.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>What methods are used to refund recovered deductible amounts to insureds?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>For long term subrogation cases, describe refund methodology.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Process Ch17§G03 – Loss statistical coding is complete and accurate.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>How does the regulated entity assure that codes are current?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Does the regulated entity assure that loss amounts are separated from expense amounts?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(3) Chapter 18 Conducting the Title Insurance Company Examination Requests for Information

Process Ch18§A01– The title insurance company acts within the scope of its license.

11. Please describe how the regulated entity avoids writing business not authorized by its certificate of authority.

Process Ch18§A02– No member of the board of directors of the title insurance company may be a title insurance agent who wrote 1 percent or more of the direct premiums for the previous calendar year.

11. Explain how the regulated entity assures that no member of its board of directors may be a title agent who wrote more than 1% of its direct writings for the previous year.

Process Ch18§A03– The agency and all applicable employees have in place an errors and omissions policy, fidelity coverage, and/or a surety bond (or alternative financial arrangement, where permitted), if required by statutes, rules and regulations.

11. Please describe the errors and omissions policy and fidelity coverage (or alternative financial arrangement, where permitted) requirements to which the regulated entity is subject.

Process Ch18§A04– Business is diversified as required by statutes, rules and regulations.

11. Please describe all business diversification requirements to which the regulated entity is subject.

Process Ch18§A05 – There is a periodic review and testing of the title plant built, owned, controlled or maintained by a title agent.

11. Describe frequency of title plant update and testing for accuracy.

Process Ch18§C01 – Controlled business is handled in accordance with statutes, rules and regulations.

11. Please describe all controlled business arrangements used by the regulated entity.
Process Ch18§C02 – Inducements are not provided, directly or indirectly, in consideration of referral of title insurance business, escrow or other services provided by a title insurance agent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11. Please describe process utilized to prevent inappropriate or illegal inducements related to referrals of business.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Process Ch18§C03 – Affiliated business arrangements are organized and operated in compliance with statutes, rules and regulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11. Please describe all affiliated business arrangements and their relationship to the regulated entity.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Process Ch18§F01 – Re-issue and refinance credits are applied consistently in compliance with statutes, rules and regulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11. Please describe the how credits work and under what conditions for re-issue and refinance situations.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Process Ch18§F02 – The title insurance company does not engage in collusive or anti-competitive underwriting practices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11. Please describe relationships with banks, realtors, attorneys and builders that generate referrals for title insurance.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Process Ch18§F03 – Charges or fees other than premium for providing coverage are in compliance with statutes, rules and regulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11. Please describe all charges or fees other than premium made for services and demonstrate that such fees are not subsidized by the title policy premiums.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Process Ch18§F04 – Other than closing or settlement protection, the title insurance company does not provide any other coverage which purports to indemnify against improper acts or omissions of a person with regard to escrow, settlement or closing services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11. Please describe any coverages or indemnifications made other than those in the title insurance policy.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Process Ch18§F05 – The closing or settlement protection conforms to the terms of coverage and form of instrument as required by statutes, rules and regulations.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch18§F06 – Reports and disclosures are made in accordance with statutes, rules and regulations.

11. Please describe the process used when the report is not delivered prior to closing.

12. Please provide the notice given to the parties to the title transaction prior to closing.

Process Ch18§F07 – The title insurance company complies with statutes, rules and regulations regarding the recording, reporting and validation of revenue, loss and expense experience.

11. Please describe the validations required and who performs them.

Process Ch18§F08 – All policies are correctly coded.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch18§G01 – Indemnification of a proposed insured solely against the loss of settlement funds may only be made for events as authorized by statutes, rules or regulations.

11. Please describe controls utilized to avoid theft of settlement funds by an agent.

12. Please describe controls utilized to address failure to comply with written closing instructions by the proposed insured when agreed to by the title insurance agent relating to title insurance coverage.

Process Ch18§G02 – Loss statistical coding is complete and accurate.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch18§H01 – All escrow, settlement, closing or security deposit funds are submitted for collection to or deposited in a separate fiduciary trust account in a qualified financial institution promptly and in accordance with statutes, rules and regulations.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch18§H02** – Interest received on funds deposited in connection with any escrow, settlement, security deposit or closing shall be paid in accordance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch18§H03** – Disbursements made from an escrow, settlement or closing account are done in accordance with statutes, rules and regulations.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch18§I01** – Written underwriting contracts, which include required provisions, are in place between title insurance agencies and all applicable title companies, and business is not placed without a contract.

11. Please provide a copy of each underwriting contract used with a title insurance agency.

**Process Ch18§I02** – Policies and premiums are reported and remitted on a timely basis.

11. Please describe the content of reports required of a title insurance agent for policies on property that has closed but for which the insurer has not received premium.

**Process Ch18§I03** – The title insurance company maintains a record of financial stability for each title insurance agent under contract with the title insurance company.

11. Please describe the insurance coverages required by the title insurer of its agents.

**Process Ch18§I04** – The title insurance company conducts a review of underwriting, claims and escrow practices of the title insurance agent in accordance with statutes, rules and regulations.

11. Please describe the frequency and structure of title insurance agency reviews by the title insurer.

**Process Ch18§I05** – The title insurance company maintains an inventory of all policy forms or policy numbers allocated to each title insurance agent.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch18§J – Special Considerations for Title Insurance Companies and Title Insurance Agents

Note: Title Insurance varies greatly from state to state. Some of these differences are explored in Chapter 18, Section J.

Section K discusses Affiliated Business Arrangements

Section L provides an example Title Interrogatory that contains numerous questions that may serve to make questions in this chapter redundant or provide a source of questions to pose when preparing a process review examination.

Section M provides a good preliminary list for either a conventional examination or a process review examination.
(4) Chapter 19 – Conducting the Life and Annuity Examination
Requests for Information

Process Ch19§A01 – The regulated entity files all certifications with the insurance department, as required by statutes, rules and regulations.

11. Please describe the controls in place to assure that all illustrations and certifications are completed, accurate and filed timely.

Process Ch19§C01 – All advertising and sales materials are in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The extensive Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch19§C01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process. In addition, Section H provides a supplemental checklist for this Standard from which “Requests for Information” can be specifically tailored.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch19§C02 – The insurer’s rules pertaining to producer requirements in connection with replacements are in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The extensive Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch19§C02 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

11. Please describe oversight and controls of producers aimed at prevention of inappropriate producer replacements.

Process Ch19§C03 – The insurer’s rules pertaining to replacements are in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The extensive Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch19§C03 is a source for additional questions related to this Process. In addition, Section I provides a supplemental checklist for this Standard from which “Requests for Information” can be specifically tailored.

11. Please describe controls aimed at prevention of inappropriate replacements.

Process Ch19§C04 – An illustration used in the sale of a policy contains all required information and is delivered in accordance with statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The extensive Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch19§C04 is a source
11. Please describe quality control used to assure that life illustrations are accurate and complete. Describe process when they are not.

Process Ch19§C05 – The insurer has suitability standards for its products, when required by applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

11. Please describe steps taken to assure product suitability.

12. Does the regulated entity allow multiple issue of policies to the same insured? If so, under what conditions or limitations.

Process Ch19§C06 – Preneed funeral contracts or prearrangement disclosures and advertisements are in compliance with statutes, rules and regulations.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch19§C07 – The regulated entity’s policy forms provide required disclosure material regarding accelerated benefit provisions.

11. Please provide a copy of the disclosure made to an insured upon request for an accelerated benefit.

Process Ch19§C08 – Policy and contract application forms used by depository institutions provide required disclosure material regarding insurance sales.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch19§C08 is a source for additional questions related to this Process. In addition, Section J provides a supplemental checklist for this Standard from which “Requests for Information” can be specifically tailored.

11. Please provide a copy of the notice provided and disclosures made to an insured that is related or unrelated to an extension of credit.

Process Ch19§C09 – Insurer rules pertaining to producer requirements with regard to suitability in annuity transactions are in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The extensive Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch19§C09 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.
11. Please describe steps taken to assure product suitability.

12. Please describe any remediation efforts during the examination period to correct any inappropriate annuity sales.

**Process Ch19§C10** – Insurer rules pertaining to suitability in annuity transactions are in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

*Note: The extensive Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch19§C10 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.*

11. Please describe steps taken to assure product suitability.

12. Please describe any remediation efforts during the examination period to correct any inappropriate annuity sales.

13. Please describe oversight of producers aimed at suitability of sale of annuity products.

**Process Ch19§C11** – The insurer has procedures in place to educate and monitor compliance with insurer-specific education and training requirements and with applicable statutes, rules and regulations regarding the solicitation, recommendation and sale of annuity products.

*Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch19§C11 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.*

11. Please describe producers training regimen.

**Process Ch19§C12** – The insurer has product-specific training standards and materials designed to provide producers with adequate knowledge of the annuity products recommended prior to soliciting the sale of annuity products. The insurer also must have reasonable procedures in place to require its producers to comply with applicable producer training requirements.

*Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch19§C12 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.*

11. Please describe producers training regimen.
Process Ch19§C13 – The insurer has procedures in place to provide full disclosure to consumers regarding all sales of products involving fixed-index annuity products, and all sales are in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

11. Please describe producer oversight and controls related to training.

Process Ch19§C14 – The insurer has procedures in place to provide full disclosure to consumers regarding all sales of products involving index life, and all sales are in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch19§C15 – The insurer’s underwriting requirements and guidelines pertaining to travel are in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch19§E01 – Reinstatement is applied consistently and in accordance with policy provisions.

11. Please provide sample copy of reinstatement notice.

12. Please describe under what circumstances would reinstatement be denied.

13. Please describe the regulated entity standard for timely reinstatement notice.

Process Ch19§E02 – Nonforfeiture options are communicated to the policyholder and contractholder and correctly applied in accordance with the policy contract.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch19§E02 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch19§E03 – The regulated entity provides each policyowner with an annual report of policy values in accordance with statutes, rules and regulations and, upon request, an in force illustration or contract policy summary.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch19§E03 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.
Process Ch19§E04 – Upon receipt of a request from a policyholder for accelerated benefit payment, the regulated entity must disclose to the policyholder the effect of the request on the policy’s cash value, accumulation account, death benefit, premium, policy loans and liens. The regulated entity must also advise that the request may adversely affect the recipient’s eligibility for Medicaid or other government benefits or entitlements.

11. Please provide a copy of the disclosure made to an insured upon request for an accelerated benefit.

Process Ch19§F01 – Pertinent information on applications that form a part of the policy and contract is complete and accurate.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch19§F02 – The regulated entity complies with the specific requirements for Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS)-related concerns in accordance with statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch19§F02 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch19§G01 – The regulated entity provides the required disclosure material to policyholders at the time an accelerated benefit payment is requested.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch19§G01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch19§G02 – The regulated entity does not discriminate among insureds with differing qualifying events covered under the policy or among insureds with similar qualifying events covered under the policy.

Note: This process relates to a benefit provision or benefit rider for the payment of accelerated benefits.

11. Please describe how the regulated entity maintains consistent evaluation of criteria for approval of accelerated benefits payments.
Process Ch19§G03 – The regulated entity provides the beneficiary, at the time a claim is made, written information describing the settlement options available under the policy and how to obtain specific details relevant to the settlement options.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch19§G03 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.
(5) Chapter 20 Conducting the Health Examination
Requests for Information

Process Ch20§C01 – Regulated entity rules on replacement are in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

11. Please provide a copy of your replacement register for the period covered by this Examination.

12. Please provide a copy of your application for individuals used during the period covered by this Examination.

Note: Section N of Chapter 20 provides a checklist of NAIC Advertisements of Accident and Sickness Insurance Model Regulation (#40). Use of this checklist can be used as a source to develop additional specifically tailored “Requests for Information” under this Process.

Process Ch20§C02 – Outline of coverages is in compliance with all applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

11. Please describe the authorization process used by the regulated entity for Outlines of Coverage it issues. List persons with approval authority within the regulated entity over Outlines of Coverage.

12. Provide copies of the Outlines of Coverage in use by the regulated entity.

13. Does the regulated entity require a receipt to affirm that the Outline of Coverage reflects the application and that it has been received?

Note: Section N of Chapter 20 provides a checklist of NAIC Advertisements of Accident and Sickness Insurance Model Regulation (#40). Use of this checklist can be used as a source to develop additional specifically tailored “Requests for Information” under this Process.

Process Ch20§C03 – The regulated entity has suitability standards for its products, when required by applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

11. Does the regulated entity allow the issue of multiple policies to a single individual and if so, under what circumstances?

Note: Section N of Chapter 20 provides a checklist of NAIC Advertisements of Accident and Sickness Insurance Model Regulation (#40). Use of this checklist can be used as a source to develop additional specifically tailored “Requests for Information” under this Process.
Process Ch20§E01 – Reinstatement is applied consistently and in accordance with policy provisions.

11. Please provide sample copy of reinstatement notice.

12. Please describe under what circumstances would reinstatement be denied.

13. Please describe the regulated entity standard for timely reinstatement notice.

Process Ch20§E02 – Evidence of creditable coverage is provided in accordance with the requirements of HIPAA and/or applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: Title I of HIPAA regulates the availability and breadth of group health plans and certain individual health insurance policies. It amended the Employee Retirement Income Security Act, the Public Health Service Act, and the Internal Revenue Code.

Title I also limits restrictions that a group health plan can place on benefits for preexisting conditions. Group health plans may refuse to provide benefits relating to preexisting conditions for a period of 12 months after enrollment in the plan or 18 months in the case of late enrollment. (29 U.S.C. § 1181(a)(2))

However, individuals may reduce this exclusion period if they had group health plan coverage or health insurance prior to enrolling in the plan. Title I allows individuals to reduce the exclusion period by the amount of time that they had “creditable coverage” prior to enrolling in the plan and after any “significant breaks” in coverage. (29 U.S.C. § 1181(a)(3))

“Creditable coverage” is defined quite broadly and includes nearly all group and individual health plans, Medicare, and Medicaid. (29 U.S.C. § 1181(c)(1))

A “significant break” in coverage is defined as any 63 day period without any creditable coverage. (29 U.S.C. § 1181(c)(2)(A))

Documents that may establish creditable coverage include a certificate of coverage or, in the absence of a certificate of coverage, any of the following:

- Explanations of benefits or other correspondence from a plan or issuer indicating coverage
- Pay stubs showing a payroll deduction for health coverage
- Health insurance identification card
- Certificate of coverage under a group health policy
- Records from medical care providers indicating health coverage
- Third-party statements verifying periods of coverage
- Benefit termination notice from Medicare or Medicaid
- Other relevant documents that evidence periods of health coverage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11. Please provide a sample Creditable Coverage certificate.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12. Does the regulated entity issue certificates upon request?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Please describe your processing of certificates received.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Process Ch20§F01 – Cancellation practices comply with policy provisions, HIPAA and state laws.**

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch20§F02 – Pertinent information on applications that form a part of the policy is complete and accurate.**

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch20§F03 – The regulated entity complies with the provisions of COBRA and/or continuation of benefits procedures contained in policy forms, statutes, rules and regulations.**

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch20§F04 – The regulated entity complies with the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008.**

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch20§F05 – The regulated entity complies with proper use and protection of health information in accordance with statutes, rules and regulations.**

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch20§F06 – The regulated entity complies with the provisions of HIPAA and state laws regarding limits on the use of preexisting exclusions.**

**Note:** The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§F06 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§F07 – The regulated entity does not improperly deny coverage or discriminate based on health status in the group market or against eligible individuals in the individual market in conflict with the requirements of HIPAA or state law.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§F07 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§F08 – The regulated entity issues coverage that complies with guaranteed-issue requirements of HIPAA and related state laws for groups of 2 to 50.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§F09 – The regulated entity issues individual insurance coverage to eligible individuals entitled to portability under the provisions of HIPAA and in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§F10 – The regulated entity does not administer self-funded benefit plans for entities subject to state regulation (e.g., MEWAs) or provide insurance coverage to entities not entitled to such coverage under state or federal law.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§G01 – Claim files are handled in accordance with policy provisions, HIPAA and state law.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§G01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§G02 – The company complies with the requirements of the federal Newborns' and Mothers' Health Protection Act of 1996.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§G03 – The group health plan complies with the requirements of the federal Mental Health Parity Act of 1996 (MHP A) and the revisions made in the Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act of 2008.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§G04 – The group health plan complies with the requirements of the federal Women's Health and Cancer Rights Act of 1998.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§G05 – The company complies with applicable statutes, rules and regulations for group coverage replacements.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§H01 – The health carrier treats as a grievance any written complaint, or any oral complaint that involves an urgent care request, submitted by or on behalf of a covered person regarding: 1) the availability, delivery or quality of health care services, including a complaint regarding an adverse determination made pursuant to utilization review; 2) claims payment, handling or reimbursement for health care services; or 3) matters pertaining to the contractual relationship between a covered person and the health carrier.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§H02 – The health carrier documents, maintains and reports grievances and establishes and maintains grievance procedures in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§H03 – A health carrier has implemented grievance procedures, disclosed the procedures to covered persons, in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations, and files with the commissioner a copy of its grievance procedures, including all forms used to process a grievance.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.
Process Ch20§H04 – The health carrier has procedures for and conducts first level reviews of grievances involving an adverse determination in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§H04 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Process Ch20§H05 – The health carrier has procedures for and conducts standard reviews of grievances not involving an adverse determination in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§H05 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Process Ch20§H06 – The health carrier has procedures for voluntary reviews of grievances and conducts voluntary reviews of grievances in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§H06 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Process Ch20§H07 – The health carrier has procedures for and conducts expedited reviews of urgent care requests of grievances involving an adverse determination in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§H07 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Process Ch20§I01 – The health carrier demonstrates, using reasonable criteria that it maintains a network that is sufficient in number and types of providers to ensure that all services to covered persons will be accessible without unreasonable delay.

| Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§I01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process. |
additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§102 – The health carrier files an access plan with the insurance commissioner for each managed care plan that the carrier offers in the state, and files updates whenever it makes a material change to an existing managed care plan. The carrier makes the access plans available: 1) on its business premises; 2) to regulators; and 3) to interested parties, absent proprietary information, upon request.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§103 – The health carrier files with the insurance commissioner all required contract forms and any material changes to a contract proposed for use with its participating providers and intermediaries.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§104 – The health carrier ensures covered persons have access to emergency services 24 hours per day, 7 days per week within its network and provides coverage for emergency services outside of its network, pursuant to the appropriate section of state law that corresponds to the Utilization Review and Benefit Determination Model Act (#73) and/or the Managed Care Plan Network Adequacy Model Act (#74).

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§105 – The health carrier executes written agreements with each participating provider that are in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§106 – The health carrier's contracts with intermediaries are in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§106 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.
Process Ch20§I07 – The health carrier's arrangements with participating providers comply with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§I07 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§I08 – The health carrier provides at enrollment a provider directory that lists all providers who participate in its network. It also makes available, on a timely and reasonable basis, updates to its directory.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§J01 – The health carrier establishes and maintains a program for credentialing and re-credentialing in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§J01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§J02 – The health carrier verifies the credentials of a health care professional before entering into a contract with that health care professional.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§J03 – The health carrier obtains primary verification of the information required by applicable state provisions equivalent to the Health Care Professional Credentialing Verification Model Act (#70) and accompanying regulations.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§J04 – The health carrier obtains, through either a primary or secondary credentialing verification process, the information required by applicable state provisions equivalent to the Health Care Professional Credentialing Verification Model Act (#70) and accompanying regulations.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.
Process Ch20§J05 – The health carrier obtains, at least every 3 years, primary verification of the information required by applicable state provisions equivalent to the Health Care Professional Credentialing Verification Model Act (#70) and accompanying regulations.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§J06 – The health carrier requires all participating providers to notify the health carrier's designated individual of changes in the status of any information that is required to be verified by the health carrier.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§J07 – The health carrier provides a health care professional the opportunity to review and correct information submitted in support of that health care professional's credentialing verification.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§J08 – The health carrier monitors the activities of the entity with which it contracts to perform credentialing functions and ensures the requirements of applicable state provisions equivalent to the Health Care Professional Credentialing Verification Model Act (#70) and accompanying regulations are met.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§K01 – The health carrier develops and maintains a quality assessment program in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§K01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§K02 – The health carrier files a written description of the quality assessment program with the insurance commissioner in the prescribed format, which shall include a signed certification by a corporate officer of the health carrier that the filing meets applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§K03 – The health carrier develops and maintains a quality improvement program, in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.
Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§K03 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§K04 – The health carrier reports to the appropriate licensing authority any persistent pattern of problematic care provided by a provider that is sufficient to cause the health carrier to terminate or suspend contractual arrangements with the provider.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§K05 – The health carrier documents and communicates information about its quality assessment program and its quality improvement program to covered persons and providers.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§K06 – The health carrier annually certifies to the insurance commissioner that its quality assessment and quality improvement program, along with the materials provided to providers and consumers, meets applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§K07 – The health carrier monitors the activities of the entity with which it contracts to perform quality assessment or quality improvement functions and ensures that the requirements of applicable state provisions equivalent to the Quality Assessment and Improvement Model Act (#71) and accompanying, regulations are met.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§L01 – The health carrier establishes and maintains a utilization review program in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§L01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§L02 – The health carrier operates its utilization review program in accordance with applicable state statutes, rules and regulations.
Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§L02 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§L03 – The health carrier discloses information about its utilization review and benefit determination procedures to covered persons, or, if applicable, the covered person's authorized representative, in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§L03 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§L04 – The health carrier makes standard utilization review and benefit determinations in a timely manner and as required by applicable state statutes, rules and regulations, as well as the provisions of HIPAA.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§L04 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§L05 – The health carrier provides written notice of an adverse determination of standard utilization review and benefit determinations in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§L05 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§L06 – The health carrier conducts expedited utilization review and benefit determinations in a timely manner and in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§L06 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.
Process Ch20§L07 – The health carrier monitors the activities of the utilization review organization or entity with which the carrier contracts and ensures that the contracting organization complies with applicable state provisions equivalent to the Utilization Review and Benefit Determination Model Act (#73) and accompanying regulations.

**Note:** The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§L07 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§M01 – Companies covered under the Health Carrier External Review Model Act (#75) will be in compliance with the following procedures and criteria, as well as with other applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

**Note:** The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§M01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§M02 – In jurisdictions that choose Option 1 or Option 2 under the Health Carrier External Review Model Act (#75) for providing an external review process, companies will be in compliance with the following requirements, whether the request for the review is for a standard, expedited or experimental/investigational review.

**Note:** The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§M02 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20§M03 – In states that choose Option 3 under the Health Carrier External Review Model Act (#75) for providing an external review process, companies will be in compliance with the following requirements, whether the request for the review is a standard, expedited or experimental/investigational review.

**Note:** The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20§M03 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.
(6) Chapter 20A Conducting the Affordable Care Act (ACA) Related Examination Requests for Information

Note: It is recommended that an examiner conducting a process review examination methodology, carefully review the introduction to Chapter 20A. Many of the elements needed will be found in Chapters 16 and 20. The Requests for Information should be drawn from Standards in those chapters and then focused by the indications for examination and supplemented by Review Procedures and Criteria from Chapter 20A.

Process Ch20A§2709-01 – A health carrier may not deny coverage or restrict coverage for qualified individuals, as defined in applicable statutes, rules and regulations, who participate in approved clinical trials.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2709-01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20A§2714-01 – A group health plan, or a health carrier offering group or individual health insurance coverage, that makes available dependent coverage of children shall make such coverage available for children until attainment of 26 years of age.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2714-01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20A§2719-01 – A health carrier offering individual health insurance coverage shall maintain records of all claims and notices associated with the internal claims and appeals process for the length of time specified in the final regulations established by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and the U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury).

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2719-01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20A§2719-02 – The health carrier shall comply with grievance procedures requirements, in accordance with final regulations established by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and the U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury).
Process Ch20A§2719-03 – The health carrier shall conduct first-level reviews of grievances involving an adverse determination in accordance with final regulations established by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and the U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury).

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2719-03 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20A§2719-04 – The health carrier shall conduct first-level reviews of grievances involving an adverse determination in accordance with final regulations established by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and the U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury).

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2719-04 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20A§2702-01 – A health carrier offering individual market health insurance coverage shall issue any applicable health benefit plan to any eligible individual who: 1) applies for the plan; 2) agrees to make the required premium payments; and 3) agrees to satisfy the other reasonable provisions of the health benefit plan that are not inconsistent with final regulations established by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and the U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury).

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2702-01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20A§2702-02 – A health carrier offering small group market health insurance coverage shall issue any applicable health benefit plan to any eligible small group employer that: 1) applies for the plan; 2) agrees to make the required premium payments; and 3) agrees to satisfy the other reasonable provisions of the health benefit plan that are not
inconsistent with final regulations established by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and the U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2702-02 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Process Ch20A§2703-01 – A health carrier offering individual market health insurance coverage shall renew or continue in force the coverage, at the option of the policyholder, subject to final regulations established by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and the U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2703-01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Process Ch20A§2703-02 – A health carrier offering small group market health insurance coverage shall renew or continue in force the coverage, at the option of the small employer subject to final regulations established by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and the U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2703-02 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Process Ch20A§2711-01 – A health carrier shall not establish any lifetime or annual limit on the dollar amount of essential health benefits (EHB)s for any individual, in accordance with final regulations established by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and the U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2711-01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Process Ch20A§2704-01 – A health carrier may not deny coverage to applicants/proposed insureds under the age of 19 years pursuant to the provisions of any preexisting condition exclusion or preexisting condition limitation.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2704-01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20A§2704-02 – A health carrier may not deny benefits under a policy to any insured under the age of 19 pursuant to the provisions of any preexisting condition exclusion or other preexisting condition limitation.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2704-02 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20A§2704-03 – Policy language, enrollment materials, and marketing and sales materials may not directly or indirectly indicate that individuals under the age of 19 with a preexisting condition cannot enroll in coverage or receive benefits under a group health or individual health insurance policy.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2704-02 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20A§2713-01 – A health carrier shall not impose cost sharing requirements upon preventive services, as defined in, and in accordance with final regulations established by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and the U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury).

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2713-01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20A§2712-01 – A health carrier may not retrospectively rescind individual or group coverage (including family coverage in which the individual is included) unless the individual (or a person seeking coverage on behalf of the individual) performs an act, practice or omission that constitutes fraud, or makes an intentional misrepresentation of material fact.
Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2712-01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20A§2712-02 – A health carrier offering group or individual health insurance coverage shall provide at least 30 days' advance written notice to each plan enrollee (in the individual market, primary subscriber) who would be affected before coverage may be rescinded.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2712-02 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20A§2715-01 – The appearance, language, form and content of a summary of benefits and coverage (SBC) and uniform glossary issued by a health carrier shall be in compliance with final regulations issued by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and the U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury).

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2715-01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20A§2715-02 – A health carrier shall make a summary of benefits and coverage (SBC) available in compliance with final regulations issued by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and the U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury).

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2715-02 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20A§2719-01 – The health carrier shall operate its utilization review program in accordance with final regulations established by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and the U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury).

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2719-01 is a source for
additional questions related to this Process.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20A§2719-02 – The health carrier shall provide written notice of an adverse determination of standard utilization review and benefit determinations, in accordance with final regulations established by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and the U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury).

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2719-02 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20A§2719-03 – The health carrier shall conduct expedited utilization review and benefit determinations, in a timely manner and in accordance with final regulations established by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and the U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury).

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2719-03 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch20A§2719-04 – The health carrier shall conduct utilization reviews or makes benefit determinations for emergency services in accordance with final regulations established by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and the U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury).

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch20A§2719-04 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.
(7) Conducting the Medicare Supplement Examination
   Requests for Information

Process Ch21§A01 – The Medicare Select carrier’s plan of operation complies with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

11. Please provide a copy of the plan of operation.

Process Ch21§A02 – The entity reports to the insurance department on an annual basis, each resident of the state for whom the entity has more than one Medicare supplement policy or certificate in force.

11. Please provide copies of reports relating to each resident of the state for whom the entity has more than one Medicare supplement policy or certificate in force.

Process Ch21§A03 – The entity certifies compliance with standards for claims payments on the Medicare supplement insurance experience reporting form.

11. Provide a copy of the certification by the regulated entity that it is in compliance with standards for claims payments on the Medicare supplement insurance experience reporting form.

Process Ch21§A04 – The entity does not provide producer compensation that encourages replacement sales.

11. Please explain how the determination is made that the regulated entity does not provide producer compensation that encourages replacement sales.

Process Ch21§C01 – The entity does not provide producer compensation that encourages replacement sales.

11. Please explain how the determination is made that the regulated entity does not provide producer compensation that encourages replacement sales.

12. Please provide a copy of your replacement register for the period covered by this Examination.

Process Ch21§C02 – Outlines of coverage are in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

11. Please describe the authorization process used by the regulated entity for Outlines of Coverage it issues. List persons with approval authority within the regulated entity over
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outlines of Coverage.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12. Provide copies of the Outlines of Coverage in use by the regulated entity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Does the regulated entity require a receipt to affirm that the Outline of Coverage reflects the application and that it has been received?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Process Ch21§C03 – The entity obtains receipts from applicants verifying that the outline of coverage has been received and that it is the outline of the policy for which the applicant has applied.

| 11. Does the regulated entity require a receipt to affirm that the Outline of Coverage reflects the application and that it has been received? |

Process Ch21§C04 – Guide to Health Insurance for People with Medicare is provided to the applicant within the timeframe required by law and is in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch21§C05 – The entity maintains a system of control over the content, form and method of dissemination of all of its Medicare supplement advertisements.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch21§C06 – Each advertisement of a Medicare supplement product is identified by form number or other means unique to that product and is labeled “insurance policy.”

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch21§C07 – Advertisements that are invitations to join an association, trust or discretionary group—and that are also solicitations of insurance—contain a separate and distinct application for membership of the group and another for the insurance coverage.

11. Is a separate and distinct application for membership of the group and another for the insurance coverage required? Please explain.

Process Ch21§C08 – Advertisements truthfully represent the Medicare supplement coverage being marketed.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.
Process Ch21§C09 – Testimonials comply with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch21§C10 – Advertisements that employ statistics accurately represent all relevant facts.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch21§C11 – Advertisements do not disparage competitors or their policies, services or business methods.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch21§C12 – Advertisements do not imply licensing of the entity beyond the jurisdiction in which the entity is licensed or imply a status with any governmental entity.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch21§C13 – Advertisements state the name of the insurer and all other pertinent information required by applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch21§C14 – Advertisements do not state or imply that prospective insureds become group or quasi-group members under a group policy and, as such, will enjoy special rates or underwriting privileges, unless it is a fact.

11. Please describe steps taken to assure that Advertisements do not state or imply that prospective insureds become group or quasi-group members under a group policy and, as such, will enjoy special rates or underwriting privileges, unless it is a fact.

Process Ch21§C15 – Advertisements should not use incentives to purchase that mislead the prospective insured.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch21§C16 – Advertisements do not contain statements about the entity that are untrue or misleading.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch21§H01** – The entity defines as a grievance any dissatisfaction expressed in writing with the administration, claims practices or provision of services concerning an issuer of a Medicare Select product or network.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch21§H02** – The entity develops written grievance procedures that comply with applicable statutes, rules and regulations, and provides enrollees with a copy of its grievance procedures.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch21§H03** – The entity documents, resolves and records grievances in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations, and their contract language.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch21§H04** – The company provides to any enrollee, who has filed a grievance, detailed information concerning its grievance and appeal procedures, how to use them and how to notify the insurance department, if applicable.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch21§H05** – The company reports its grievance procedures to the insurance commissioner on an annual basis.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch21§I01** – The company demonstrates, using reasonable criteria, that it maintains a network that is sufficient in number and types of providers to ensure that all services to enrollees will be accessible without unreasonable delay.

**Note:** The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch21§I01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.
Process Ch21§I02 – The company has a plan of operation for each plan offered in the state, and files updates whenever it makes a material change to an existing plan.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch21§I03 – The company ensures that enrollees have access to emergency services 24 hours per day, 7 days per week within its network and provides coverage for urgently needed services and emergency services outside of the service area.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch21§I04 – The company files with the insurance commissioner all required contract forms and any material changes to a contract proposed for use with its participating providers and intermediaries.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch21§I05 – The company executes with each participating provider written agreements that are in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch21§I06 – The company’s arrangements with participating providers comply with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.
Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch21§I06 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch21§I07 – The company provides at enrollment a directory of providers participating in its network. It also makes available, on a timely and reasonable basis, updates to its directory and files the directory with the insurance commissioner.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch21§J01 – The company establishes and maintains a program for credentialing and re-credentialing of providers in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.
Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch21§J01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch21§J02** – The company verifies the credentials of a health care provider before entering into a contract with that health care provider.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch21§J03** – The company obtains primary verification of the information required by state law relating to provider credentialing.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch21§J04** – The company obtains at the interval provided for by state law, primary verification of the information required by state law relating to provider credentialing.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch21§J05** – The company requires all participating providers to notify the individual designated by the company of changes in the status of any provider information that is required to be verified by the company.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch21§J06** – The company provides the provider with the opportunity to review and correct information submitted in support of the provider’s credentialing verification.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch21§J07** – The company monitors the activities of the providers and provider entities with which it contracts and ensures that the requirements of state law are met.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch21§K01** – The company develops and maintains a quality assessment program that is in compliance with state law to evaluate, maintain and improve the quality of health services provided to enrollees.

**Note:** The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch21§K01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.
Process Ch21§K02 – The company develops and maintains a quality improvement program that is in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations to evaluate, maintain and improve the quality of health services provided to enrollees.

| Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest. |

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch21§K02 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

| Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest. |

Process Ch21§K03 – The company files with the insurance commissioner a written description, in the prescribed format, of the quality assessment program, which includes a signed certification by a corporate officer of the company that the filing meets the requirements of applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

| Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest. |

Process Ch21§K04 – The company monitors the activities of the entity with which it contracts to perform quality assessment or quality improvement functions and ensures that the requirements of applicable statutes, rules and regulations are met.

| Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest. |

Process Ch21§K05 – The company reports to the appropriate licensing authority any persistent pattern of problematic care provided by a provider that is sufficient to cause the company to terminate or suspend contractual arrangements with the provider.

| Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest. |

Process Ch21§K06 – The company documents and communicates information about its quality assessment program and its quality improvement program to enrollees and providers.

| Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest. |

Process Ch21§K07 – The company annually certifies to the insurance commissioner that its quality assessment and quality improvement program, along with the materials provided to providers and consumers, meets applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

| Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest. |
Process Ch21§L – Utilization Review.

Note: Check state-specific laws to determine if utilization review is applicable to Medicare supplement insurance within a state.
(8) Conducting the Long-Term Care Examination Requests for Information

Process Ch22§A01 – The entity files all reports and certifications with the insurance department as required by applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

**Note:** The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch22§A01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

11. Provide a copy of any reports by the regulated entity in compliance applicable statutes rules or regulations for Long Term Care.

12. Provide a copy of any certifications by the regulated entity in compliance applicable statutes rules or regulations for Long Term Care.

Process Ch22§C01 – The entity has suitability standards for its products, when required by applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

**Note:** The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch22§C01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

11. Does the regulated entity allow the issue of multiple policies to a single individual and if so, under what circumstances?

Process Ch22§C02 – Policy forms provide required disclosure material regarding standards for benefit triggers.

**Note:** The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch22§C02 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

11. Please describe how the regulated entity provides disclosures for the standards for benefit triggers to its insureds.

Process Ch22§C03 – Marketing for long-term care products complies with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

**Note:** The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch22§C03 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch22§C04 – All advertising and sales materials are in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.
Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch22§C04 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch22§C05 – Company rules pertaining to producer requirements in connection with replacements are in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

11. Please describe oversight of producers aimed at prevention of inappropriate producer replacements.

Process Ch22§C06 – Company rules pertaining to company requirements in connection with replacements are in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch22§C06 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

11. Please describe steps aimed at prevention of inappropriate replacements.

12. Please provide a copy of your replacement register for the period covered by this Examination.

Process Ch22§E01 – Policy renewals are applied consistently and in accordance with policy provisions.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch22§E01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch22§E02 – Nonforfeiture upon lapse and reinstatement provisions is applied consistently and in accordance with policy provisions.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch22§E02 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch22§E03 – Nonforfeiture options are communicated to the policyholder and correctly applied in accordance with the policy contract.
Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch22§E03 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch22§E04 – Policyholder service for long-term care products complies with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch22§F01 – Insurers shall be in compliance with applicable state statutes, rules and regulations regarding appeal of adverse benefit trigger determination.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch22§F01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch22§G01 – All mandated definitions and requirements for group long-term care insurance are followed in accordance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch22§G01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch22§G02 – Pertinent information on applications that form a part of the policy is complete and accurate, and applications conform to applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch22§G02 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch22§G03 – The entity complies with specific requirements for AIDS-related concerns in accordance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch22§G03 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch22§G04** – Policies, riders, amendments, endorsements, applications and certificates of coverage contain required provisions, definitions and disclosures.

*Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch22§G04 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.*

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch22§G05** – Underwriting and rating for long-term care products complies with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

*Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch22§G05 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.*

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch22§G06** – The company’s underwriting practices are not unfairly discriminatory. The company adheres to applicable statutes, rules and regulations and company guidelines in the selection of risks.

*Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch22§G06 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.*

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

**Process Ch22§H01** – Claim files are handled in accordance with policy provisions and applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

*Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch22§H01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.*

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.
(9) Conducting the Consumer Credit Examination
Requests for Information

Process Ch23§A01 – Claim files are handled in accordance with policy provisions and applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch23§A01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch23§C01 – All mandated disclosures and advertisements are documented and in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch23§C01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch23§C02 – The amount of credit insurance sold is in compliance with the requirements of applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch23§C02 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch23§F01 – The effective dates and termination dates of coverage are in accordance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch23§F01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch23§F02 – Group consumer credit insurance policies and certificates are terminated in accordance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch23§F02 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.
Process Ch23§F03 – The creditor submits premium to the insurer in accordance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch23§F04 – The insurer and creditor comply with requirements for the payment of compensation in accordance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch23§F04 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch23§F05 – The insurer does not engage in activities that constitute unfair methods of competition.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch23§F05 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch23§G01 – Proof of payments reflect appropriate claim handling practices.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch23§G01 – Claim files clearly establish pertinent events and the dates of such events.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.
(10) Conducting the Surplus Lines Broker Examination Requests for Information

Process Ch24§A01 – All statutorily required bonds are in force.

11. Please provide a listing of all statutorily required bonds.

Process Ch24§A02 – All required reports have been filed with the insurance department or the appropriate authority.

11. Please provide a copy of any reports filed in compliance with applicable statutes rules or regulations.

Process Ch24§A03 – The applicable taxes are reported and are credited to the state.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch24§A03 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

11. Please describe methods used to properly allocate premium and taxes to appropriate state on a multistate placement.

Process Ch24§A04 – If the surplus lines broker is responsible for such calculations, then unearned premiums are correctly calculated and returned to the appropriate party in a timely manner and in accordance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch24§A04 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

11. Please explain how determinations are made for unearned premiums and how refunds are made and tracked.

Process Ch24§H – Procedural Considerations.

Note: Although the focus of the surplus lines broker examination differs from that of the insurer examination, much of the material in Chapter 16 General Examination Standards also applies to the surplus lines examination.

Process Ch24§I01 – All required disclosures are made in accordance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch24§I01 is a source for
additional questions related to this Process.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch24§102 – When issued by the surplus lines broker, all forms and endorsements forming a part of the contract are listed on the declarations page.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch24§103 – The selected carrier was evaluated to ensure it complies with applicable statutes, rules and regulations regarding financial condition.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch24§104 – The authorization to bind was provided before the binder was extended to the insured.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch24§105 – All advertising and sales materials are in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch24§105 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch24§106 – Diligent effort was made to place the risk with an admitted carrier in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch24§106 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.
Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.
(11) Conducting the Advisory Organization Examination
Requests for Information

Not currently developed.

*(Reserved for future Use.)*
(12) Conducting the Third Party Administrator Examination
Requests for Information

Process Ch26§A01 – The TPA is in compliance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations regarding financial security.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch26§H01 – Verify written agreement(s) are executed between the TPA and client, applicable insurer or other related entity.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch26§H01 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch26§H02 – The written agreement includes a statement of duties the TPA is expected to perform on behalf of the insurer or regulated, risk-bearing entity subject to the jurisdiction of the insurance department and the lines, classes or types of insurance for which the TPA is authorized to administer.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch26§H02 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch26§H03 – The written agreement between the TPA and the insurer provides for the TPA to periodically render an accounting to the client, applicable insurer or other related entity detailing all transactions performed by the TPA pertaining to the business underwritten by the client, applicable insurer or other related entity.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch26§H04 – The written agreement defines specifics of the TPA’s authority to make withdrawals from financial institution accounts.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch26§H04 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.
Process Ch26§H05 – If prohibited by applicable statutes, rules or regulations, the TPA does not enter into an agreement or understanding with the client, applicable insurer or other related entity to make the TPA’s commissions, fees or charges contingent upon savings effective in the adjustment, settlement or payment of losses on behalf of the client, applicable insurer or other related entity.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch26§H06 – The TPA holds all insurance charges or premiums collected on behalf of the client, applicable insurer or other related entity in a fiduciary capacity.

**Note:** The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch26§H06 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch26§H07 – The TPA provides required written notices (approved by the client, applicable insurer or other related entity) to covered individuals in accordance with applicable statutes, rules and regulations.

**Note:** The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch26§H07 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch26§H08 – The TPA delivers materials and written communications in a timely manner.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch26§H09 – Transactions are processed accurately and completely.

Tailor additional questions to specific area of interest.

Process Ch26§H10 – The TPA maintains and makes available to the client, applicable insurer or other related entity complete books and records of all transactions performed on behalf of the client, applicable insurer or other related entity.

**Note:** The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch26§H10 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.
Process Ch26§H10 – The TPA maintains and makes available to the client, applicable insurer or other related entity complete books and records of all transactions performed on behalf of the client, applicable insurer or other related entity.

Note: The Review Procedures and Criteria for Standard Ch26§H10 is a source for additional questions related to this Process.

Process Ch26§H11 – The TPA uses only advertising pertaining to the business underwritten by the client, applicable insurer or other related entity that has been approved by the client, applicable insurer or other related entity in advance of its use.
(13) Conducting the Examination of a Viatical Settlement Provider
Requests for Information

Not currently developed.

(Reserved for future Use.)

(14) Conducting the Premium Finance Company Examination
Requests for Information

Not currently developed.

(Reserved for future Use.)
G. Testing of Processes.

This section addresses the testing of the processes examined to determine that features common to all processes exist. The tests are phrased in question form. These tests are applicable to each process identified in Section F. Please note that the listed tests for a process are not fixed and absolute. They do not limit the examiner from posing additional questions, when warranted, in efforts to enhance the understanding of the Regulated Entity’s response(s). If no response is provided, that fact should be part of the examiner’s documentation.

The first ten requests for information are the same for all Standards. The questions the examiner should consider for these common requests are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 | Is the process or procedure in written form?  
   | Is the process dated?  
   | When was it initially adopted?  
   | Refer to response for Section F.1 |
|   | **Note:** The absence of a written policy or procedure potentially allows an inconsistent application of the process. If not in writing, how does the Company assure consistent application of the process? The complete lack of any recognizable process indicates Level 0 when evaluating the process under Section H. |
| 2 | Has a risk assessment and mitigation review been conducted?  
   | If so, does it address compliance issues?  
   | Are any obvious mitigation elements missing?  
   | Refer to response for Section F.2 |
|   | **Note:** The absence of a risk assessment and mitigation document for the process may indicate that the regulated entity has not recognized that the issues exist or need to be addressed. This is a level 0 characteristic. If there is a document, the Level is likely to be Level 1 or higher. If appropriate mitigations are not reflected the maturity level should not exceed Level 1. |
| 3 | Is the procedure or process unambiguous, clear and readable?  
   | Refer to response for Section F.3. |
|   | **Note:** If there are no standardized processes, and ad hoc approaches that tend to be applied on an individual or cases by case basis, the maturity level can be no higher than Level 1. When the procedures themselves are not sophisticated but are the formalization of existing practices, the maturity level can be no higher than Level 3. |
| 4 | Are appropriate measurements or controls in place to test the functioning and efficacy of the procedure or process?  
   | How often is the procedure or process reviewed, tested or audited? |
How does management exercise oversight and control of the process?
Do the controls include a method to detect deviations?
Refer to response for Section F.4 & F.8.

Note: If the overall approach to management is disorganized, the maturity level can be no higher than Level 1. Processes that have developed to the stage where similar procedures are followed by adherent people undertaking the same task indicate a Level 2 maturity. If there is a high degree of reliance on the knowledge of individuals then errors are likely and the maturity level is Level 2 or lower. It is a maturity Level 3 characteristic when it is mandated that these processes should be followed; however, it is unlikely that deviations will be detected.

5. Does the regulated entity have a policy statement or statement of intent for this process?
   Is the policy statement or statement of intent distributed?
   What is the frequency of distribution?
   Refer to response for Section F.5.

Note: The reasons for processes and procedures must be transmitted to staff and ingrained in the corporate culture if it is to be used. Failure to do so encourages a Level 1 or lower expectation.

6. How are errors in the process detected and corrected?
   Is the detection method timely?
   Is documentation sufficient?
   Refer to response for Section F.7.

Note: When management monitors and measures compliance with procedures and takes action where processes appear not to be working effectively, this is a Level 4 characteristic but not necessarily a Level 4 evaluation. When processes are under constant improvement and provide good practice, this is a Level 4 characteristic. When Automation and tools are used in a limited or fragmented way, the maturity level should not exceed Level 4 and may be Level 3.

7. How are persons subject to its provisions of the process or procedure made aware of its existence?
   How is the procedure or process made accessible to those persons subject to its provisions?
   Does the Company provide adequate training to persons affected by the procedure or process?
   Is the training for the process mandatory and sufficient?
   Is access to the process clear and intuitive?
   Do controls confirm usage of the process?
   Refer to response for Section F.7.
Note: The absence of communication of the process is a characteristic of maturity Level 2 or lower. If learning of the process is left to individual responsibility, the maturity level is Level 2 or lower. When procedures have been standardized and documented, and communicated through training, the maturity level characteristic is Level 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8. Is the procedure or process performing as intended?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How do you know?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are any deficiencies noted?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you understand how the controls work?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are the controls on point?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are the controls automated or is some other form of reporting utilized?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are reports made to management relating to data gathered from the controls?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How does management utilize the results of its measurement structures?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the regulated entity take steps to avoid and detect inappropriate bias in the process?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refer to response for Section F.8.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: When processes have been refined to a level of good practice, based on the results of continuous improvement and maturity modeling with other enterprises, this is a maturity Level 5 characteristic. When IT tools are used in an integrated way to automate the workflow, providing tools to improve quality and effectiveness, making the enterprise quick to adapt, this is a maturity Level 5 characteristic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9. How does management track changes in the process and reasons for the changes?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How long has it done so?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the procedure or process current?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refer to response for Section F.9.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The history of changes can give clues to the maturity of the review process used by management and aid in the evaluation of the state of the process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10. Has the person responsible for the process been interviewed to ascertain how the process is viewed and its efficacy?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Note: The examiner may be able to detect how the regulated entity views the process reviewed through interview of the responsible person. Determining who the person reports to may also be an indicator of the importance of the process by management.

In addition to the tests applied to all processes described above, Section F discusses tests for specific standards. The tests are phrased in question form. The examiner should determine what questions the examiner wishes to answer for each process reviewed and then determine if the Requests for Information responses have adequately answered those concerns. Testing of the
process to determine that those features specific to a particular process that should exist, do exist and are adequately addressed. The listed tests for a process are not fixed and absolute. They do not limit the examiner from posing additional questions, when warranted, in efforts to enhance the understanding of the Regulated Entity’s response(s). Pertinent responses for the examined process should be reviewed and carefully considered as part of the evaluation of the process. If no response is provided, the fact should be part of the examiners documentation.

Poor results in any of the tests applied may suggest the need to run a review of a sample of files to confirm the existence of a flaw observed in the process. This will generally provide the examiner with a clear causation for errors found in a sample.

This section considers how to evaluate the results of the testing done in section G. Based on the results of the testing done, the examiner should arrive at a determination concerning where on the matrix noted below, the process is generally described. This determination should be supported with the examiners evaluation of the process describing the reasons for the selection.

This review utilizes a maturity model to evaluate the efficacy of a procedure or process reviewed. Levels of maturity are generally not mandated by statute or regulation, but the evaluation does assist in identification of those areas where a procedure or process is non-existent, weak or insufficient. The maturity levels used in this report are identified numerically on a scale of 0 to 5, with 0 being the weakest and 5 the strongest. The definitions of these levels are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 0     | Lack of any recognizable processes / practices. | - Complete lack of any recognizable processes.  
- The enterprise has not even recognized that there is an issue to be addressed. |
| 1     | Processes are ad hoc and disorganized. | - There is evidence that the enterprise has recognized that the issues exist and need to be addressed.  
- There are however, no standardized processes; instead, there are ad hoc approaches that tend to be applied on an individual or case by case basis.  
- The overall approach to management is disorganized. |
| 2     | Processes follow a regular pattern. | - Processes have developed to the stage where similar procedures are followed by adherent people undertaking the same task.  
- There is no formal training or communication of standard procedures, and responsibility is left to the individual.  
- There is a high degree of reliance on the knowledge of individuals and, therefore errors are likely. |
| 3     | Processes are documented and communicated. | - Procedures have been standardized and documented, and communicated through training.  
- It is mandated that these processes should be followed; however, it is unlikely that deviations will be detected.  
- The procedures themselves are not sophisticated but are the formalization of existing practices |
| 4     | Processes are monitored, measured and controls are in place. | - Management monitors and measures compliance with procedures and takes action where processes appear not to be working effectively.  
- Processes are under constant improvement and provide good practice.  
- Controls are in place and operating.  
- Automation and tools are used in a limited or fragmented way. |
Good practices are followed and automated.

- Processes have been refined to a level of good practice, based on the results of continuous improvement and maturity modeling with other enterprises.
- Controls are operating efficiently.
- IT tools are used in an integrated way to automate the workflow, providing tools to improve quality and effectiveness, making the enterprise quick to adapt.

When applying this evaluation to examination results, the examiner should recognize that some processes and procedures will contain characteristics of a more advanced level of maturity but the characteristics as a whole do not necessarily rise to that level of maturity. For example, some ad hoc processes may contain more advanced IT functions than might otherwise be expected given the state of process development.

Also note that expectation for some areas of risk may not be as high as others.